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MEMOR.t;N'DUM 
on tho implementation of an iron and steel 
research programmo 1 ~vi th a viotl'l to obtaining 
finencial aid u:ncl.er Article 55 (2) (c) of the 
ECSC Treaty 
This document contains a series of proposals on iron and steel r'os.earch 
that have been submitted to the Commission reques-ting finar.,cial aid ·u::.1.der 
Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty fJ."'om funds derived.. from tho levi-es provided 
for in .ll.rticlo 50o It should be pointed out that the preparation of this 
year1ls iron and steel research programme has been accelerated jn·order to 
advance the necessary administrativo v-rork and to reduce the time delay in 
the awarding 1)f .research contracts.. This ~r~rill allow research"needs on the 
ECSC prograrr~me to be met mor~ quickly and, tho results of t'ho work to be 
more ra];lidly available t·o industryo 
' . ~ 
The proposed rcsea1"ch 'deals w-ith a wide range of activities ·~vhich are 
directed at meeting current tccr..nological needs l.ii thin tho Cortnnunitylf s steel 
.industry.. The areas covered by this programme ir~olude : further exploitation 
of i'ncligenous raw materials, increasing options in 'the consumption of raw 
mater:Lc:~J s (replacement of steel scrap by sponge iron or pig iron) :i.n stcel-
making9 g:r:eator flexibility in the substitution of various forms of onergy, 
lov-rcring ,pro411etion and processing costs1 imp~ .. oving control procedures 
and the quality of stool products together tvi th further studies on the 
utilization of steel in building ax!d. engineering structuroso 
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In the important fielcl of raw materials, research is proposed on more ad-
vanced mining tcch..""liques to furthor ox.ploi t the available.· iron ore reeources 
in the Comrnunity (P 194 and P 195) while another proposal deals with the 
processing of a complex pyri to ore (P ·1 72/2) o In direct reduction 1and 
blast furnance tecrmology, a number of tho projects are concerned with 
important as)ects of energy consumption an.d procluctivity. In particular, 
a major effort is proposed on further resen.roh on the injection of re-
ducing gazes as a substitute for coke in tho production of pig iron (P 039)o 
Ear1ier results obtained in the ECSC rcsec~ch progra1l!Ile by .t-URBO and 
Cockerill Ougree clearly demonstrated tho feasibility of this approach to 
energy substitutiono To reach a definitive conclusion, howover 7 on tho 
extent to which coke consumption can be roduood, it is now necessary to 
conduct ful~-scale trials on a large production UL""li t. This research is 
not only of ma.'jor significance to the steel industry• s eneigy needs but 
is also of considerable interest to futuro clevelopments in coal gasification 
and the possible exploitation of nuclear enorgy in steelmakfng. It is 
planned to carry out this project in Algeria in collaboration "'-ri th the 
Sooioto NationaJ.o clo Sidcrurgie due to tho avc.:d.lability of low--cost na:tural 
gas cou:plod 1rJi th tho appropriate production fc..oili tics required for this· 
research .. 
I 
A proposal to further dev0lop the IRSID continuous s·ceelmak:i.ng p.rocess 
(P 230) represents another large scale research effort in 11Vhich tho scope 
for using a granulPtod pig iron oha:rgG in place of liquid metal will be 
investigated; this approach is soon as a possible alternative production 
method to tho steel scrap (or sponge iron) ., .. electric-arc fur,nace ro\lte 
of ste~lmaking. 
im additional requirement of research ·is to protect and ext(:;nd tho market 
for stool· products so that the oornnnmi ty doos not become dependent on 
oxterri.al sources of supplyo In this regard, two projects arG proposed 
on ele6t:rical steels (P 166 and P 215} with tho aim of stimulating teoh-
nologi.cal development so that improvements in present-dey materials 'Can ~e 
realised. 
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Other proposals in tho field of used properties of stool as well as there-
lated studies in physical metallurgy cover additional aspects of product 
oriented rosearcho This effcrt ranges from investigations of corrosion 
(P 199), formab:tlity (P 208), fatigue (P 162, P 163) and brittle fracture ,. 
(P 165) ·to more basic studies of tho relationship between microstructure 
and mechanical properties (P 177 7 P 188) and of the s·u.rfaco protection of 
steol by galvanizing (P 216) o 
At both the production and produ.ct level, tho steel industry requires 
reliable and practical me-thods of measurement, inspection and analysis. J.l 
numbor of projects in this fiold doal with non-destructive methods 
(P 168, P 182, P 207) of flaw detection in somi-finished steel products. 
Control is also a major theme in the research proposed on rolling7 the m~in 
objective is to achieve better dimensional control and. flatness of both hot 
and cold rolled material (P 147 7 P 158, P 186', P 210). 
Rosoarch on stool utilization includes more effort both on the o:x:ploi tat1.on 
of steel in industrialised building (P 143) and .on studies of the performance 
of stru.otural elements made from cold rolled sections (P 192) • Furthe!'more 1 
du.o to tho growing interest in the usc of structural hollow sections, effort 
is proposed to generate mechanical property data that arc specifically· required 
to establish uniform design criteria and specifications (P 212)10 
All thp solected vrojocts have boon approved by the Iron and Steel Technical 
Research Cornmi.ttee (CRT) as top vriori t;y- and recommended· for financial aid 
by the ~opoa.n_Coal a:gd Steel Community., 
-.4 -
1'HE RESEARCH PROGRAI~ 
: f 
In the light. of ~p.e changing circumstances t--rhich have affected 
world r.aw material markets, continued working of the Commun~ ty' s iron 
ore mines is an important factor in maintaining the independence of the 
iron and steel industry. The ore extracted h~s the particular advantage 
that it can be used either as the basic element of the m~lt or·as an 
additive to re~1late the basicity. 
To b3 able to keep the iron ore mines in operation, the present 
rate of technical progr•ess must be maintained and stepped up if 1 despite 
wage increases, costs are to remain competitive with those of imported 
ores. 
The aim of current research is to replace the present method of 
extraction (winning by blasting) by ore based on mechanized winning of 
ore. This neltlr approach is the. outcome of encouraging trials carried ~ut 
' 1 • 
in connection with earlier research ~hd is in response to the rising cost 
of explosives9 it should also enable hitherto unworkable e.verage seams 
to be mined. 
The three rese$,rch projects have.:. one thing . .in <?ommonf theJt all 
provide for .the use o:f cheap charging mat .. eria.ls' 
. ' ,..'' . 
rthe Rotored process has been~'·newly _deVElloped by ~CSM in Rome.· It's 
\ 
further development is of particular interest because ore fines (saving 
in pel.ia.tizing costs) and cheap fossil fuels can be used 7 capital costs 
are very 'i..ow:_and a molten reduction product is obtained. 
·"··. The Nov~fer process is one of the direct reduction methods 
operating on the ''huidized bed principle .. Here too ore fines can be 
used', Ho~'1Tever, hydrogen~i.s used as the reducing agent with an eye to. the 
future cheap production of this reducing gas by nuclear energy. 
The third project is aimed at the processing of calcined pyrites 
containing Zn and Pb into pellets suitable for use in a direct reduction 
process, Prospects for the -sale. of pe..llets _containing Zn and Pb to blast 
f 
• 
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furnace op·:3r?-tors ·are, st~a.dily dete:rio:rating both because of their lower. 
' . '·.' ·~ .·· :,.: . : .. 
str~ngth a.nd. becau.so· of t~1·9 env~ronmental problems :oau.s':;Jd by lead and 
zinc~ Some direct :redu.ction p:r·ocesses offer . .-. (;l.t least i~ theory.·-. a 
sol1ition, to .the problem. ~Phe main' purpose of this project is therefore 
to allow better us~ to be rz1ad.e of· e. local raw mate:cial, .. the. 30 million t 
tonne pyrite c.eposit <?·:f Campiano 'ih TUscany.; 
I I I a ·~BLAST FURlif~lQ;ill'' ,~Pr$~f'r!r!.l.f~ 
Three P+:'Ojects co,me under the hea9-ing of burdei1 prepara;cion~ 
I 
P 12,6: Sol:i.d fuels: for the. productic;n of i'ron pel:Lets · .· 
P 15l::Relq,i;ion.~ between th~;morphology and qv.ality'··o;r_ ~in·~er-
P 156: · Ilivest.i.gation or'. import;e~nt metallurgical rel8,tionslJ.ips in -~he 
sintering'of ·iron ores. 
Th~ · e;r:iergy required·· for the firing of pellet$· is .generally s·lipplied 
·<:tn. the·'forn(d.f\~atu.r;q.l gaso{(~il. In project P 126~ part of this ene:r~gy 
is to be replaced by add.ing solid fttel to the .:pellets" Preliniina:ry 
exp,e;riments have. shown thq,t E;nerg-vr Ra;np,gs of around .·40,; 000 .kcaJ/ton:ne 
pe~let s .canoe ~xpebted f.'rom th*s 0 A;' 15-2$ 1{ incrca,so in outptit; i~ al.E)O i', 
pos~il:>1:.e b~cap.se o:f:: the si1~~ter firing ,l)eriocl .. Better .,plani; 'u'siliz9-tio!1. · 
and:ene-r-gy consel"·V-a,tiort aPe therefbre the main aims ~f thi~ researcha 
Reseq;rch projec.ts ·p 151 and P '156 are t'o be carrieq out in very. close~ 
cooperati~n., Both are oonqerned with sinter quq.;tity~ 
~ 151 q.esign~d t~ i,nv~stiga,te more cios~ly the relationship ·between 
/:; ' ' .• j .• . ~ • •! .' ' • : ' ' \ ' ' ' 
'strucutre 9-nd quality -.:such as cold.· s·brength'f hot· s·t~ength and 
reduei1;>ility.; '· 
Project P 156 will i.nveet~g~~-te -the relat'ionsliip$ between factors such as 
sp~ci~tc :~intering eff::.ciqn<;y1 .fuel roquiremen~s 1 ptJ,:r,:cicle .size.,, _str,~&Egth, 
reduci.bil:i.~y and decomp?$itf.otl' o:u reduc·bion. ,Previous" 1~esul ts in tb.is 
fi2ld cannot be transferred, to large modern. plai1t. Consequently there 
is a serious l~ck of infor:matioi:t <to .be .r9cti±":L2di> 
The other th:r·ee blc;~~st fttrnace rosearch ·J?r(')jects com~:- under'· ~}1e. h~a~"ing 
of blast furnace techno~,ogy p;rope~·: 
P 039: BlOi·lj_J.:.g of hot reformed gas into ·the blast fu:.rnace 
P 130~ Investigation of burden moveme:.:1t 
P 155: Optimization of the pig.._casting machine process. 
The Commission h,;;t,s c,lready helped to fine,nce earlier research 
on the blot·ling of hot reformed gas into the blast furnace., HovJ'ever 1 the 
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experiments theri carried out at AIRBO and la,ter at Cockerill Ougree' left 
three important questions unanswered:· 
la Hhat·is the maximum quantity of coke that -can be replaced l;>y reducing 
gas? 
2'. ·'How does· a large blast furnace. behave in oont inuous opefation when thj.s 
technology is used'? 
3. tfuat improvements in efficiency are possible in a specific ble .. st furnace? 
To answer these questions 1 e:x:perill)ents in a large blast furnace ( 
(P 039) with a capaoi ty of at least 1500 · tonnss pe:r.· da.y are' 1-equired. 
The restll ts of such research are bf g·reat general in·berest to the European 
steel industry, mainly' in connection -vdtlr the· curren:t .efforts to ga~ify 
fossil fuels by nuclear energy. Asthe right econom:tc and supply conditions 
for this research cannot be found in the Comm~n~ty at tb:e'present time, 
it is planned to carry out the Pl"Oject in an Al~erial1 st.e€ll~orks 
( 2000 tonne blast furnace of the Societe National~ de Siderll!'gie in !Annaba.). 
This wi,~l reduce the cost of the research to a.~ou~ one-third•; 
R(:;)searoh project P 1,30 concerns simulation ~xperiments 6n the 
descent of the stock in the blast furnace. The purpose is to investig-ate 
the relationships between hanging, tuyel"'e spacing, tuyere diameter and 
brictging bet'k·Teen tuyeres. The results shoUld supply d~·t;;a and guidelines 
for inuustrial practice. 
Project.P 155 is de$i~ed to obtain better utilization of .Pi~casting 
machines. It is a l<:nowli fact that most pi~castirig ~achines at present 
operate well be lot~ their maXitnu1ll ca'})ac'i ty~ ~he aitn fs to· reduce unpro- , 
duotive .idlle time and thtts improve its casting yield. 
The i~1vestiga~tion is also. ~~peoted i;o provide infor,mation on. th¢ 
optimum mould for a given pig form. 'I'he intention is to produce a m~the.­
matioal model for the whole P:t;>,bbe~~. wh~ch will enabl~ t.he degree of··. 
efficiency to be ascertained, even il'l -e~siting plants., Preliminary 
investi~ations indicate that~f results a:t'e f~voura.bla a r0d,uction in 
costs of 1~15- l-75 DM per torine pig iro~ can be expected •. 
·-
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IV - "Stooh·t 
A~1 usual, the rosea:t'.ch projects in. the steel plant sector e:.rc ext:"emely 
varied, ranging from theoretical meta.J..lu:::-gy· to tho first application of a 
new technical processo Tho Commission proposes to aid a total of nine 
proj,e_cts in this socto:r. 
;'rhe ·thermodynamic data required in ferrous metallurgy arc generally avail·-
cib:lo· only i.n a very scattered form, if indeed they. are knor:m clt c~ll. This 
s::ttue,tion 'i-Ji11 bo remedied by project P '148: Preparation of a data programm~ 
in tho field.' of metallrtrgical thermoohemistr;J o · 
Project P 154 (study of olectrochemicai deoY..idation and dosulphurization on 
a semf-industrie.:vl scale) is the ccntinun:tion of narlier'· project thn.t received 
EGSC aJ.tf,; · ·Tho· fi.rst pe.rt ostablishecl theoretical principles such n.s. 
dotermin<::t:i.on of the most sui table slag composition 
invosti.g.;:;,t3.on of cloetrochemical efficioncy 
estah1i~hmont of electrical parameters (current deririi.ty 9 etc:).· 
In the proposed phase 1 the laboratory rosul·f;s are to be tried out in a 
plantoh, on soni:~j.:r:icluotri,~j- scaleo If the resul-~s obtained no far provo 
corr,:)ct 7 it i.s poss.tble to obtain stllphl~:r contents as low as 0,.001 % in 
a r,elat:).voly short ·c:tmo (about 30 minu.tos) o Tho process is also of i~~erest 
bo.causo desu1phurizaticm is not tied to a spocif:tc part of the pla..'YJ.to 
Similar ccnBideratio:ns apply to dco:rld.ationo A further advantage in do-
oxidation is the fe>,ct thaiJ tho addition of dooxidizer·;3 can be partly or 
' . ~ ', : 
compl~tc;!_y nbando~od.,. 
Project P ·157 (proch.~.otion of a 1900 mm genoro:tor shaft by 1-velding two 
parts together by the clectroslag pr,b9oss) reprosonts a practical appli-
cation of electroslag technologyo S.1he Europoar.1 stool i.ndus:t17y is here 
..... ··-
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trying to fill a technological gap th9.t has existed ,for many years. All 
generator shafts for nuclear power sta·tions of 800 M\rJe o.nd over ho.vo at 
present to be made in Japan or .llmer5.oa as tho European steel industry is 
unable to supply the necessary ingots. The pl"Ojoct is of immocli.atc 
interest and g:t"cat importance. 
Project ? 167 (novel slag systems for olectroslag remelting (ESR)) is 
closely concornec1 with melting tochnologr. It supplements the project 
P 080 r~.:oommondod in tho second research prog::'amm.o for 1974 ·whioh has tho 
same ainu tho developm~:n;t of slags that arp non-polluting and non hye;ro-
scopio.- Hovmver, different binary and ternar.r systems will be investi-
gatodo Tho technical an.d economic interest of tho research lies in tho 
intention to develop the ESR process to the stage it.Jhcre it will be 
possible to mako'stoels with a very low hydrogen contento 
fatttinf! and solidification / continuous casting 
Projects P 174t P 099 a:nd P 173 centro mainly on tho inves·tigation of the 
metallurgical procossc.s taking place in casting and solidification •. 
Project P 174 oonoorns segregation in wido-enc1-l.+p ingots of. 4-6lt5 tonnes. 
Tho problem, is partiOt+~arly relevan.t to s;pooial steels ar.d arises in 
connection vd:th tho rriovo towards larger inc;·ots. Tho purpose of the 
ro:::waroh p;rojoc-t is to roduco sogregati.on and rojoots to a minimum by 
moans of special ingot mould design mc::~,sures and an optimum :P,eight to 
cross-section ratio. 
Project~ P 099 and P 173 aro dosig11od to invostlgato the offoot of oloctro-
magnctic etirri1:1g of a continuous slab casting in ·che muuld. Tho proj~cts 
aro coordinated., havo similar aimsv but aclopt different mot hods"' The 
main aim is to improve tho ~fade qualit¥ and reduce the number of non-
metallic inclusions. 
f'roject P 17 3 also a:i.PJ,s to influence the course of solidification in such 
a wc;y that f:rom t:he-·--st:ructural point of view .a virtually unldllod. stool· 
is obtained. If g,ood rem1.l ts are obta.ino~, the market for continuously .. 
cast products· wonld. bG.. g:r<:):-ttly--.e:nlargB_o ..... 
:rl 
• 
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!ui om,aii 2.,.n 
Project P 227 (automation of oxygen ~toolmaking· plant) is a continuation a:t;1d 
oxtonsion;of research al;r-oadyin progress· q,t.ARBED. 
It is now planned to tost at f.I.RBED other automation models develoJ?od by. 9ther 
steelworks and insti tutos (!RSID, em~, Hoogovens) o 
Alongside work on JIJZBED' s general aim of automatic process control by ·a:·· 
~namic model, based on reaction kinetics, tests vdll be carried out on a 
model to prevent slag foaming developed by CRM and r:. model to narrow· the 
tempcre.turo range dtU"~ing refining prepared by Hoogovens. IRSID has developed 
its own dynamic model which will also be tested in Esch-Bolval .. 
Q.o!ltin:!:~P~s_r~fi.ninz. 
Project P 230 (continuous o~gon refining process with solid charge) is the 
first technical application of the process dcvolopecl by IRSID under an ECSC 
ug.reement CJ The process was originally developed for a hot metc,l charge., 
Insteo.d1 prehoa.JGed gra:.nulated pig iron will now be charged. Tho CO gas pr()i.. 
ducod by the refining ,rocoss will bo used for preheating. Tho hoat balances 
prepared show that the process is self-sufficient as regards energy. However, 
it has not yet been tried in practice, ancl that is the purposo of this pro- ' 
jeot. 
From tho economic aspect, this type of steelmaking represents an advantageous 
altcr11ativc to tho melting of direct reduction pellets in the electric arc 
:furnace. 
V. ''ROLLING MILLS iJID PROCESSIJ:JGn Prograrnmq_ ...... ·" ~····. 
The .. quality of·Europoan.rollod productsis of vory,g-rea.t..imp?rtanoo in ensur-
ing their success on.tho world, ma~ket. tvith the currc:n.t deterioratipn in tho 
economic situe.,tio:n·: it is necessary to improve stil~ furtJ:lor the compctitive;.-
ncss of European rolled products by maintaining our technological lead. 
Consequently tho ~Uropean rollers arc presenting a research programme aimed 
specifioially at obtaining better goomotrical properties of wido strip. 
Four studios aro designed to improve the thickness uniformity and acc11.racy 
of rolled products, vdth increased production and better flatness as 
oomplomontary results. 
One stud~y- is aimed at obtaining greater accuracy in tho width of the product. 
One project 1 more in the nature ofbasic rGscarch, should enable better reg ..... 
ulation of hot rolling mills to be obtained by inoroasing the knotrrledge of 
tho phenomena governing L1ete..l flow in steel undergoing forming proo~ssos. 
Finally, tho ~ast project is related to contemporar,y problems (energy ana 
environment) and aims to optimize slab reheating-. 
VI • "~'!Elt..SU~:El~ENTSH Progral'J)!ll£ 
The activities that come under the heading ''Moasuromont~ Control, F.xnminatioh 
and f: ..... 'Y:).alysis in lron and Steel" include the analytical teohniquos, non-o 
destructive testing, ar.~.d any other method used in tho inspection of' components, 
or of assemblies, provided that it doos not affect their ultimate use. 
A ver,y wide variety of techniques are employed, all of which have as their 
main objoctive_s : 
improvement of prodtict qUD.lity1 
rationalization of all· sectors; 
reduction of produc-'tiion costs. 
Tli'o development of those teclmiquos is made necessary not -only by changes 
in: methods employed. in the making, processing and· fabrication of steel 1 
but also by more 'exacting standards of quti.lityo 'The research projects fall 
within the category of schemes aimed c,,t evolving now methods a:nd/or adapt-
ing existing ones to moot industrial needs. 
'" 
V:II. uusE P~OPERTimsn Pro~o 
a) !!old.{lbilit;z 
Mtrlntonanoe of the mechanical properties of the parent metal. in the heat-
affe-dted ··zone- is -a subject of constant concern to both the producer devol?P-
ingmw grades and-the ·User ~ho has to·meet increasing-difficulty ~eohnologiccl 
requirements.-
• 
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b) -Q.o!r~s!,on 
It is not easy to· find a solution t'o tho. problem .of protecting thin sheet 
before forming and a number of ,6omplementary studies in rolatod fields arc 
necdod!t 
~To major problems arise in tho forming of sheet: to obtain e good surface 
finish and to ensure thn.t tho mechanical properties of the sheet used are 
i:nhori ted by the product 1 11>1hose own properties oay ,be improvod by the form-
ing operations. 
d) Ea!i~.£ 
Bettor understc..nding of fatigue_behavi.our by structure.l desicyers would 
enable safety fapto:r:s to be better _assessed and could then leacl to a 
bettor evaluation of thG design coefficient for struct'T.lreso 
The factors influencing the risk of brittle fractu.re in welded steel con-
structions hc.vt~ been studied throughout the world, rssulting in VG.rious 
approaches to the problems· of ensuring fracture safe design. MD-ny c'T,lrrent 
desien standards utilize. the Charpy test· as a measure·· of material tougJmoss 
in ounjonction with experienc:e and in some cases tvi th laboratory type· tests. 
More recently fracture mechanics approaches have been increasingly adopted 
and 'proposals to include the results of those tests in, revision of standards 
are· now being made. 
·r) ge~t_t!_e§!t9.e!!t 
Tho study of tho ·effect-~ of 'heat treatment on welded structural steels is 
still of groat interest, especially as increasing use is boing made of steel 
grades wit~ higher mechanical properties for teclmological purposes. The 
proposed research projects, such as the ·stuc~ of crack formation and investi-
gation of tho effect of the dimensions of the assembled. parts, will enable.,· 
prog-.ccss to be macle' in' 'this ·:riulde~ 
";· ,:12 • ft -, _!~.,. T ·; • /...,,.. ~., .. ('....,.'( ..... ~. -···~ .. ~ l t ........ 
Tho f'c,ctors influor,oin,:; the risk of brittle fracture in welded steel cop.- . 
structions have boen st1.4.d.ied throughout the world, resulting in various 
approaches to the problems of ensuring fracture safo desi~1. Many cUrrent 
design standards utilize the Cha:rpy te-st as a measure of material toughness 
in conjunction wi-th experience and in some oases with la.bore,tory type tests. 
More recently fracture mechanics approaches have been incrGasingly adopted 
and proposals to include the results of these tests in revision of stt:.ndards 
aro new being m~de. 
:r) Heat treatmont 
...-~----------
The study of the effects of heat treatment on 1r.rold.cd structural ·steels is 
still of great interest, especially as incre~sing usc is being m~de of steel 
grado.s with higher moche .. nical properties for tcchnologiccl purposes. The 
proposed research projects, such as tho study of creek formation and investi-
gation ·Of the effect of the dimEJnsions of tho assembled parts, 'Will enable 
progress to be made in this field• 
g) Electrical shoot 
............ ~ .......... 
ThE) most important commercial soft magneticma.torial is grain-oriented silicon-
iron which is used in large quantities in tho oloctrioal industry. The amount 
of grain-oriented material produood is ,.s.teadily increasing each year? in 
·1969 over 200,000 metric tons were produced in Europe. The total tonnage 
of electrical steel (orien~ed.~d non-oriented) made in the USA, ~rope (the 
EEC countries) and J~pa.n in that year was 657,000, 933,000 end 686,000 metric 
tons respoctiveJy, most of which was of non-,oriented grades. In J1'u.rope', the 
major portion was consumed in home markets, although France and Belgium have 
important export markets. l'ill.other country with large export markets is 
Japan, whose production since 1959 has quadrupled, so that it is now probably 
th.e world t s largest prod.ucor of olectricn.l steel apart from tho USS;R-. 
As it sooms that ho new material is likely to replace grai~orionted silicon~ 
1 iron in tho foreseeable future, it is important to strive for a further un-
derstanding of and improvements in present-day rnatorial. Over the , last few 
years economic considerations have tended'to beobme increasingly important 
in large transformers and rotating machines, so users of tne material are 
anxious for furthor progress. 
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VIII • "PHJSICAL METALLURGY" Proe;rarnme 
Research in the fi(;1ld of physical metallur:SY has, as its ultim~te ob'jeoti ve·., 
the generation of appropriate background information needed to bring about 
advances in the processing, serVice properties and utilization of steels. 
The research proposed below satisfi.es thi.s requirement and deals with 
strengthening and precipitation mechanisms, tho effect of hot deformation 
on structure and a basic study of the parameters governing tho galvru1izing 
of steel. 
This research will contribute to advancing our current understa:n.ding of 
the factors governing such important aspects of physical metallurgy as : 
rEllationship between miorostruotur~ and mechanical properties 
(strength end toughness); 
influence of precipitates on texture development of sheet steel? 
- preci-pitation phenomena and deformation stresses during hot deformation 
(rolling); 
role of base metal composition and process variables on the go.lvanizing 
of steel. 
::£!• "UTILIZATION" Profir~e 
From studies carried out by the Steel Information Centres at tho request 
of the Statistical Office of the European Conununi ties, it appears that the 
construction industry accounts for about 25-35% of tho total consumption 
cf steel in tho Communityo 
vJe continue to devotEl great attention to this sector, which is of consider-
able importance for steel utilization, main~ in order to encourage the 
idoa. (which it is hoped will be given practical expression in the near 
future) of the optimum use of steel in building. 
This idea is reflected in the research proposals selected. 
' 
• 11 •. 
. ',., .. -:'.:·.•, 
At· present almost three million tonnes of.granulated blast furnace slag are 
used in France as a binder for road. foundations out of a total granulated 
slag production of six million tonnes. 
The proposed programme makos an important contribution to th~ more profitable 
uso of this qy-product. 
The proposed research is of great interest to the iron end steol.industry 
in France and.in the other Community countri.os. 
• 
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C01TCLUSIOUS 
The total bud.get fur the selected research programmes amounts to 
31.961,776 u.a. (at the conversion rat0s in the ECSC balance sheet for 
1974)• The ECSC's financial commitment will bo 15.507.872 u.a.,, of which 
15.056.185 u.a .. will go to cover its participation in the research costs 
and 451.687 u.a. to covor the cost of disseminating information and 
related costs. 
lmnex 1 : 
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P 194 - Trials of winning high-silica ore in lo;ngwall. faces usi1;1g cut:t.~­
loaders I ._..._ 
Previous trials have shown that it is possible to control the roof 
of a short face by means of powered supports. 
Presen~ rese~ch is geared,to industrial-scale tests to see whether ore in 
longwall faces can be worked under 'good safety conditions using cutter-
loaders, powered supports and an .AFC and whether output can be programmed 
and a yield· obtained v-rhioh is higl:ler than that achieved by tracu tional 
methods .. :. 
The main parts of the programme are as follows : 
1) Definition of the geometrical l~out of the area to be worked 
2) Determination of optimum (}hara,.cteristios of the cutter, powered 
·~ ' ' . ' . 
supports and the AFC 
3) Control of ground movements 
4) Assessment of the ore recovery rate· 
5) Estimation of the economic returns 
The two-.. year programme 'tdll be directed by the "-Ghambre Synd.ioale des 
Mines du Fer de Frenoe" in Paris (F). 
.2 • 
P 195 - ~ial~ with the continuous miner in calcareous ora 
Earlier trials in France and vlest Germany have shown that it is technically 
possible and economically profitable t-o l'1in high-si lioa ore using a con-
tinuous miner. Calcareous ore is hD.rde:r a.."'ld lese homogeneous than high-
silica ore and has cliffererit- abrasion properties. In Frat1oe fo:r e:lr:ample, 
it accounts for 80 % of the normal extraction from the Lorraine Basin. 
It would therefore ·be worthNhi le trying to win such ore by mechanical 
means, and this technique could also be used to work average seams. 
Trials ~ould consist of : 
1) Determining the optimum cutting charaoteristi_as' of a Jcffr.ey minor 
in more than one calcareous seam using several cutting heads and 
several types of pic-lacing patterns. 
2) Developing a system for withdrawing the- ore extracted. "by means of 
- .. belt conveyors. 
3) ASsessing the economic retur11S of. this method of ex·traotion. 
The two-year research project ~~11 be carried out by the "Chambre Synd~cale 
des Mines de Fer de France" in Paris (F). 
II •. 91DIRECT REDUCTIONn PROJECT 
................. . 1 • , ..-r .• l ..,. ' ..... 
P 082 - New prooess.e,s for direct reduction in. liSl}l;id phase 
The Rotorcd process is a smelting reduction proqess that_ is in many res-. 
peat~ comparable with tho Ecketorp or Dore.d processes~> .;· 
Th() main oomponen·b, of· the- installation is the rotating cylindrical reactor. 
The ore and reducing agents are oharged ... a,nd the oJcygen and additional 
fuel injected through rot~,ting, vertically displaceable lances inserted 
from above. The ore and ful are alternately projected against the cylinder 
wall. 
43/III-J3....4/75-E 
Annex 2 
Tho existing 1 m high plant is to be enlargod so as to provide valid 
data on : 
the iron yield (establishment of material balance) 
tho energ:~ consumption with various types of energy 
the refractory wear 
tho uses of the molten metal. 
The work is being done at the Centro S:perimontalo Motallurgico in Rome, 
Italy, ov~r a period of two yearso 
p 153 .:;., :tcl~E.t.ation o:f t:U..e yoval for._ fluidizcd-:2 .. ~ reduction process to 
11}~ bulk Rr6c$,.ssine; of Q.£.9S 
In previous experiments (BCSC Agreement 6210.-76 with IRSID and CSM) 
quantitative data have been obtaine<?- on the. influence of the ore in the 
fluidized bed and tho optimum service prossti.re for hydrogen., 
In the current phase, experiments with three fluidized 'beds operating 
in series arc to bo.carriod out •. Preroduction to wustite will be done 
in the first reactor ~dth partially oxidized gas. Tho main reduction 
will be done in the second reactor and the final degree o:!, rC?.duction 
will be obtained in the third~ 
The current :plant consisting of one reactor vrl.ll therefore ~e enlarged 
by the·addition of.anothor r'luidized bed .. A gas cleaning p~ant ·must also 
be installed~~ 
The vJork is to be ·done at the Institut do Recherche do la, Sideru.rgie 
Fra.ngaise in Maizier~s-~es-Metz 9 France, over a period of 3 1/2. years. 
P 172/2-- Produqj;ion of_,E_9llets by direct !'educ.tiorl;u_Qf calcined W!:r~te~ 
.2.2E-.:tt:inin~ Zn .. a:,nd P]?. 
Rotary -kiln pr-ocesses9 s:uch as the;; Krupp rotary kiln or the SL/IDT, process, 
are the most sui table for the clirect reduction of pell~ts containing Zn 
and Pb 1 and consequently the research is limited to them. The following 
Annqx 2 
. .,_ -
arc planned : 
(a) preparatory laborato~y er~orimonts, particularly of a physical ~~d 
chemical nature, to investigate the reactions between zinc and lead 
o:xides and the iron oxides and the gangue; 
(b) experiments in a pilot rotary kiln, first.to try out various fuels 
and then ·to investigate operating,.oonditions suo~ as throughput 
rate, reduction temperature~ temperature profile in the kiln, cto. 
The distribution of Zn e..nd Pb wil.l also ·bo ascertained (in the 
pellet, in tho waste gas and possibly in acorcti ons or refractories);. 
(c) experiments v_dth the reduced pellet. In addition to the normal 
-pellet tests, melting tests in tho oicctric arc furnace will be 
carried out. 
The wor~ is.to be done by the Centro Rioorohe o Sviluppo Salmine in Rome, 
Italy, over ~period of two years. 
IIIo "BLAST FURNACE" PROJECTS 
P 126 - Solid fuels for production of iron pellets 
In a number of scattered experiments it has been found that a~ increase 
of about 20 % in production can be obtained by adding solid fuel when 
firing hematite iron ore pellets. Energy consumption in making hematite 
pellets is about 100 000 koal/tonne higher ·than for magnetite concentrates. 
It appears possible to replace about 85,000 kcal/tonne by adding solid 
.fuel. This means that by adding 1.0-1.5% solid fuel to hematite pellets 
the energy consumption in the form of natural gas or oil would remain the 
same as' for the, firing of magnetite pellets. Tho experimental programme 
I I r 
is desi{frled to supplement the tentative experiments carried out ~o far by 
a s.ystematio investigation. A variety of solid fuel$ such. as oo~~ breeze, 
' : ~ . ' 
charcoal, li~i"te, coa+ of high and low volati:j.ity and petr_ole'l.ll'n· coke will 
be systomatically investigated. to a~certain the optimum qu.antity and siz-
d.ng. 
43/III-B-4/75-E 
Annxx .. 2 
The ores investigated will be· herriati te 1 hemo.t'ite-simoni tc and hemati tc-
magnetite mixtures. 
The firing experiments will extend primarily to simulation of the travelling 
grate process and later the grate-kiln process. 
The possibility of firing in the shaft furnace will also be explored. The 
pellets from the best experiments will then be tested for their chemical 
physical and metallurgical properties~ 
The research vdll be carried out qy the Studiengesellschaft ·rur Eisenerg-
aufbereitung in Sicbenburg, Germany, over a period of three years. 
P 151 - Relc:ttion§l.. betwee,A .. tho morphology and g'i?-li ty of s1;p.~ 
The texture analyser developed by the Institut do Recherches de la Siderurgie 
Frangaiso (IRSID) end made by Leitz is tho main instrument for this research. 
Tt analyses and records quantitative·data on the following components' 
simultaneously: magnetite, hematite 1 wustite 1 gangue, voids and ferriteo 
A wide range of sinter mixtures will be made under varying operating con-
ditions in an experimental shaft furnace in order to obtain a broad spectrum 
of sinter qualitieso Th0se will then be systematically invest'igated with 
tho structure analyser and at the same time the conventional sinter tests 
sftoh as cold strength, reducibility and decomposition on reduction will be 
carried out o In the most characteristic cases the sinter spcoip10nts will 
be reduced in counter current operation so as to monitor with the analyser 
the changes in structure during reduction. 
Sinter tests in industrial ple~t are to be carried out at the same time to 
investigate the influence of the composition of the blending beds on the 
morphology of the sinter. Tho industrial results will then be compared 
~nth those obtained in tho pilot plant. 
This work is to be done e.t the Insti tut de Recherches de la Siderurgio 
Frc.ngaise in Maizieres-les-Motz1 Franco, and is expected to take two years. 
""','. l, 
J', 
4 3/!J::.-·g.4 /7 5-~. 
il.nns.x....f. 
p 150 - !J2.ves:tjr%'ation of impcr~ant met~llurert-cal relationships in the 
~i_pterin~ of iron ore 
In this research project it is plannod .to investiga~e. systcmat:i.oally 
once again the metallurgical rolation-s:Q.ips connected Hith sinter. The 
reason for this is that sinter is e'cposed to very much greater mechanical 
stres.s in new· plants than in old. ones. The following experiments are 
planned : 
(a) The investigations will be.oarried out on sint0t- from high-grade 
ore with an aver~ Fe content of 60 %. Coke breeze of properties 
remaining constant throughout all the e:x:perimonts will bo used 
as supplementary fuel, tho volume being varied. 
(b) Tho basicity will be varied in stages from 0.25 to 3.5. Limestone 
will be used as the basic material in one series of experiments and 
magnesite in the other. 
(c) Mechanical stress will be determined at four stress levels in the 
ttm1bler test ( 10, 20, 10, 250 revolutions). 
(d) The proportion of rBturns will be k/ept constant in each series 
of' Bxpqriment s _(two prpportions, .30 % ~d 60 %) 
(e) The factors to bo determined or measured are size grading, sinter-
ing effici'onoy, fuel consumption, tumbler stl:'ongth, degree of 
oxidation, reducibility, resistance to degl:'adation and struotureo 
The structural analysis is to be carried out at the Institut de Recherches 
do la Sid~rurgie Fran9aise (IRS!D) with tho texture analyser described 
'l"i,, 
. '.'· '· . . in oonneotion ~th p 1)1. 
The work will be carried out by Mannesrnann, DUa$eldorf 1 Germe.cy, over 
a periop. of two years. 
\. 
.. 
• 7 0 43/III-B-4/75-E 
Annex 2 
P 039 - Blowin~ of, hot reformed gas, int.o ... the blast furnace 
· The preliminary tvork will take ab.ou.t .. three. yoe.riq d~:ring th!lt time tho 
following will be dono : 
(a) prcpare,tion of the project study, estimate of prime costs, conclusion 
of tho necessary contracts; 
(b) supervision of the construction work in Annaba and acceptance of the 
plant] 
(c) training of tho neo8ssary personnel in tho Cornrnuni.ty. The· experiments 
will b~ carried out with engineers and tecr.Jlicians from the Community. 
·.The .. experiments proper will take about one year. 
First -oil ~will gradually be replaced by reformed gas until the injection 
technique is properly mastered. 
Only then will coke gradually be replaced by reformed gas. 
In thc.final phase experiments to increase .efficiency will be carried out. 
In all the experimental phases the substitution relationships will be 
precisely determined and chemical and physical measurements carried out. 
On completion of ·the experiments a critical economic study will be rnade. 
Tho contract is to be concluded between the Commission and tho Centro de 
Recherches M~tal1urg:iqucs ( CRM) of Liege, Belgium» which will manage tho 
whole research project. The actual experiments will bo carried. out on 
the 2000 t-onne blast furnace of the Soci<5te Ne,tionale de SideriD-gie in 
Jl..nnc>.ba. 
The total duration of the research will be about four years~ 
C-. -,-,,-c 
• 8 • 43/III..-13-4/7::-;~:rn 
AnneY. 2 
P 130 - I.u._vesti&"e.ti on of ¥;i,:;;n .. lfl,£Vement and tho conseQ¥ent gas pres~ure 
dro:rz 
With increasing hearth diameters, tho gas flow problems in the blast 
furnace are increasing. Indi vio.ual phenomena such as tho descent of 
the stock can vcr.y well be investigated on a model. Experiments of tlus 
kind are planned in two experimental ple.nts: 
(a) Experiments with sublimatirlg particles 
A throe-dimensional blast furnace model is to be constructed on 
which tho ntlrnbcr, angle of inclination and diameter of the tuyeres 
can be variedo It will be charged with paradichlorobcnzcne pellets 
which sublimate when air is blown through themo· Deoomposi tion 
therefore occurs in particular in front of the t~eres. Tho burden 
movement is monitored optically by colour-tagged particles or by 
moans of X-ray absorption measurements. The parameters in the 
measurements arc volume of blast, particle diameter and size dis-
tributiono 
{b) Experiments with non-sublimating particles in an experimental plctnt 
with mechanical discharg~ 
Those experiments will be carried out with one sublimating and one 
non-sublimating component ( oo~e, formed coke or lime). Again the 
descent of the stock will be monitored by means of marked layorso 
In all the experiments pressure drop measurements will be carried out 
over the full height. 
The results will be stored and analysed by oomputer. They will be de~ 
cribed qy means of a mathematical model. 
The ro'soarch will be carried out at the Insti tut fiir 1rfcirmetoclmik und 
Industricofenbau of the Tcohnische Unive~sitat Clausthal, Germ~, over 
a period of three years. 
• 
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P 155 - QJ2.!fmization of the P.ig Ca12:ting Nachine Pr...2.f~~ 
Iig casting machines .are generally used well below their maxlnum ca-
pacity and it has been estimated that over a 20 %~ .increase in effi-
ciency could be realized by reducing ur1p;roducti ve non-operating times 
and improving the casting yield. Such an ·improvement in operating 
efficiency would lead to important economic gains for pig irori pro-
ducers. To establish the scope that exists for such a development, 
a test programme has been proposed aimed at the optimization of 
various operational parameters including casting temperature, method 
of mould cooling and iron composition for different pig forms and 
C}.~fferent types of moulds. The j;Jroject will consist of four parts 
(1) direct analysis of machine characteristics 
(2) thermal balance studies of the mould 
(3) developnent of a mathemc·.tical model and 
(4) c:::~pTJlication of the nodel to determine naximum permisable strand 
spee.ds·~ 
This ·project will be carried out jointly by Societe Saulner at 
Uckange (F) and Insti tut de Recherche de la Siderurgie .Frangaise 
a 11'iai z i ores -1 e s-Met z ( ~:Y ) , over a peri o d of 1 year • 
. .... 
\ ·'. 
The application of thermochemical princirle~ and data to industrial 
. ' . 
problems involving metallurgical equilibria is a relati~:rely new 
field 9f technology. There is DOt as yet a general technical 
~twaren~,s~ of the pL·osp~,cts far development that is offers· • 
• · '. t'.'· : . . ' 
Al thou{s·h a few. labol."atories in various' co·untries are very active 
. ' ' 
in the field. of ther1:f1ochemistry, the pratical r:1an suffers the 
disadvantage thnt the available information is very wid.ely scat-
tered in ~he literature. In addition, ~h~re are st~ll appreciable 
gaps that inhibit practical application.·~ 
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In this research project, it is planned to rem.edy the last two disadvan.tagea. 
The most important data. for the ferrous. metallurgist v.'d.ll be collected in 
the form of a reference work and much of the d.ata will have to be reexamined. 
Special attention will be paid to iron alloying systems of the binary and 
ternary type, with the emphasis on elemepts Ni, Co ~1d Cr. The research 
will be carried out at the Institut fUr theoretisohe Huttenkunde of·tho 
Rheini s'oh Westfali sche Teoimi sche Hochschule Aachen, Germany t over a period 
of three years. 
p 154 - ~rocll_9mj.cal deo?Sidation and desu.lphurization on a, semi...:.ind.ti.strial 
scale 
This work is a continuation of the results obtained in an earlier ECSC 
research project. 
The research again covers pig iron and steel. Both solid and. l~quid . slags 
are co:qsidered as electrolytes. Lime or dolomite with 3-8 % CaFe2 are to 
be used as solid slags and the liquid slags will be those . of the CaO - CaF 2-
Al2o3 ~stem. 
The experiments will be carried. out in a 300 kg crucible. Th0 electrode 
m$.tcrit\l is graphi too The ~Ylode is i11 contact with the slag, and the 
refra.otory-p:roteoted cathoQ.o With the metal. 
After installation of the necessary electrical cquip~~nt 1 tho met~llurg~ca.l 
possibilities will be investigated, having regard to Farad~ efficiency 
and attainable current densities. 
The costs of electrolytic deoxidation and desulphurization will also be 
dotormi\ncdo · Then the agi ta.tion effect, tho heat transfer thro~h the 
Joule effect and tho purity of the metal will be investigated. 
The research will be carried out b.y the Institut de Recherche de la 
Sidorurgie Fra.ngaise, lJiaiziercs-les-Metz, France, and the estimated 
duration is one year. 
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P 157 .... ~uc-;t .. ion of_ a f?i~nerator shaft with a barrel diameter of 1..2,.00 rw, 
-~~~eldip~ two varts together b¥ the p~~ial electrosle6 Erocess 
The research embraces three different problems : 
(a) Two parts of 2100 x 2100 mm and a generator shaft of 1900 mm diameter 
are to be welded together by the partial eloo~roslag process developed 
by the applicant o 
(b) ~rst of all, preliminary tests are to bo carried out to ascertain 
whB,t seed ohc'1rgc is necessary to obtain a fino-grained primary gr~in 
in' the weld metal. 
(c) ',!'he weld soam must be forgeable and heat-treatable. To determine 
these properties specimens will be taken after the first welding 
ope:ra.tion (but before quenching and· tempering). The remaining 
parts wil:l then bo welded together again, quenched and tempered 
and tested. 
The research will be carried out by Rheinstahl Futtenwerke AG at 
Hattingen9 Germany? ovor a period of one year. 
Sla~g ·used i;n. tho elcotrosl~g refining process are conventionally based on 
calcium fluoride. This family of slags has been widely developed to meet 
electrical; .thermal and chemical requirements for almost all ferrous or 
high melting point metal applications. Preliminary expcricmnts carried 
out by BSC havo shown 1 however, ·that important advantages may be obtained 
from the use of fluoricle-free cornposi tion~ of elect~oslag r~mclting. It 
is proposed, thqrcfore, to extend this i~i ti.al work to optimize the 
observed advantageous featlJ.res and to establish the limitations of low-
fluoride or fluoride-free slagso Compositions will be selected from 
combinations of Ca0-Al2o3 and Ca0-Mg0-Al2o3 and similar slags containing 
up to 10 %CaF. ~~orne of the.tria.ls will becc,rried. out on largo ingots, 
o .. g .. 300-400 mm.diametor, to ensure that con,clusions qbtained from 
.:v 
pilot·plant work apply on a oomrnorcial scale. 
1 ,,, • £':. • 
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The proposod research will bo carried out b,y British Steel Corporation 
United Kingdom,· over a. two---year period and will be closely co-ordinated 
With a numbc~ of projects in this teor~ological field nhat are ourrontly 
receiving ECSC support. 
The objective of this r~searoh is to assess the influence of ingot design 
variables on the centre segregation pattern obtained in tddo-end-up 
ingots used in.the production of special steels~ From a better under-
standing of the effects of the specific variables of ingot height to 
cros~section ratio and ingot taper it should be possible to cast bigger 
ingots; such· a development would lead directly to improvements in steel- . 
works~productivity and reduce throughput costso The mean cros~-section 
of the ingots would bo 0.54 m, 0.6 m and 0.65 m and ingot heights would 
be chosen to produce ingot weights in the range of 4 to 6 tons, 
This Rroposed research will be carried out qy British Steel Corporation, 
United Kingdom, and the estimated duration of tho· programme is 3 yGars. 
P 099 - ill-9 .. <z!.roma.e;netic stirring of e~ cont.ipuotts slab o,astintt in tho mould 
In a. provious research project supported by tho ECSC, preliminary t~sts 
were carried out on eloct'romagnetic stirring in continuous casting. They 
related to billets and wore intonded solely t·o establish efficient flow 
condi t.ions by oleotromagnotic moans and to determine the optili'i'lUll \ 
electrical parameters. 
·In tho current research project, it is proposed to design a special mould 
with C:\ :wall, thicl9:less of only 30 mm. Attempts will then be maqe to obtain 
an efficient stirring effect with relative~ small current intensities, 
so as to ,improve the surface quc.'lli ty of the continuous casting and 
reduce the number of inc1u~ions. 
The work wi'll be done by the- Insti tut de Recherche ·do la Sicl~rwgio 
Fran~H:~ise in Maiziore·~·le&-M~tz, Franco, and is .expected to take two 
and a half years. 
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P ·173 - Electrorn~1etio stirr;in~ ~f-s~0ol d~l.nka so1idifi_£ation with 
ll.articular reference to ·continuous casti~ 
Improvement of surface. quality and reduction of inclusions a1,e also ,the 
aims of this project. lmothor ~pcoial aim is to obtain the structure of 
a V'irtu'c"ill~r unkilled steel by means ·of electromagnetic stirring• 
Unlike project P 099? it is here planned to use, normal, commercially 
available moulds. The electromagnetic equipment will be adapted to require-
ments. Whereas project P 099 will be carried out in a pilot plant, this 
research will bo done on an industrial scale. 
The research is proposed by the British Steel Corpora:t~on7 United Kingdom, 
·and is o.:x:pocted to takb two years. 
P 227 - !'tlt2!llation z!. romcn stcelmakin&: PtE:llt· 
Si~1CC' 1970 ARBlaD he,s been engaged in research on tho automation of· o:xygen 
steelmal<ing plant .(ECSC Agroemont No .. 621o'.58). ,. 
Under this agroemant 1 ARBED was to equip its steel plant with a computer, 
a mctss spectromc::ter and the llOccssary interfaces for data collection and 
regulation of the control circu.i t. It was also planned that .LffiBED .would 
put .into operati.on other automation mocl.els or control systems supplied 
by othor institutes or oompan~os. IRSID, C~ and Hoogovons-Estel'e:xpressod 
their interest in cooperating in tho project • 
. (a) JRSID 
IRSID woulq. be in~c.rastod in testing tho czyne.mic. aut~mation models 
rclsulting from its o~m resE?aroh. The cxporimorits could covbr the 
following points : 
-:use of a f;JUi table :metallurgical relati9n between re.te 9f .. carbqn 
drop and carbon content a.n{i a 09ntrol algorithm for s~opping tho 
,_blow,; , \ 
. - u.se of continuous argon measu:Peii).ont in t~e wast.e gases (~d ~~f 
necessary in tho blowing o:x;y-gcn) to calculate the gas floW:: escaping 
from tho converter and slag docarburizing and oxid~tion rates. 
{b) CRM 
--.... 
'< ... 
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c~ will investiga:te : 
1) ·the oauses of the overflows ·currently observed and 
2) the relationship with reaction paths and charge oharaoteristios. 
A mathematical model will be designed for continuous calculation 
of the· carbon and ocygon reaction pathso Off-line processing 
will.be oarri0d out to invostigato the parameters accounting for 
an overflow. At a later stage on-line operation will be used 
to minimize overflows. 
( o) Hoos;ovens-Estol 
(d) 
Hoogovens .will test its LD automation model using an off..;..lino process, 
It is main~ interested in studying the possibility of narrowing the 
temperature range at the end point by recalculation of the heat 
balance a f()w minutE;Sbofore·tilting of tho converter. The calcul-
ation would be based on the gas oxidation rato in tho convertor and 
the iron content of tho slag. 
ARB ED 
-
For its Pi?U't, f,RBED would : 
1) · · make all its ·equipment 'a.nd programmos available for the studies; 
2) ext~nd the equipment so the research could be carried out~ under 
optimum conditions. 1\RBED plans to put the converter on balances 
and aoquiro a mass spectrometer with single collector plate for 
determination of argon.in tho blowing o~gen; 
3) make its tet:.tn availablG to oooporate in 'the <'m~asti.rements, 
statistical analyses, model design and programraing •. · 
Tho research will be carried out by !~BED, Esch-Belval, Luxembourg, the 
!nstitut de Recherches do la Sidcru.rgi.e Fra:ngaise, Maiziercl3-los-Metz, 
F:tanoe, the Centro de Recherches Metallurgiquos, ~iogo, Belgium, a.nd 
Hoogovens-Estel, Ijrnuiclen, N.ethe:r.lands, ovor a period of throe yerxrs. 
' ... 
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p 23C/ - Continuous O$'ff}On refining procqss wi ta. solid cha:rg£ 
The . research programme :will be. carried out ir;t a. )5 t plant ~o be newly 
built at tho works of .lffiB:ED-Folten & Guill~aumo in Gologno-Mulheim. This 
plant will be the first of its kind on an ipdustrial scale and consists 
of a rotary kiln to preheat the granulated pig iron, a continuous charg-
ing device, the IRSID-doveloped plant for continuous refining, a waste 
gas cleaning syste~ and measurement and _control .equipment. ; 
Long-term testing of the plant ·wi 11 be carried out first, .with a gradU,al 
move towards tho charging of solid materials only. 
Then optimization tests will be conducted, special attention being paid 
to heat losses at the reactor, afterburning of waste gases and preheating 
of the /granulated irono 
Finally, various charging materia.ls will be' tried but, including spo:nge 
iron. 
The research will b0 done .by ARBE1)....Felton & Ouilleaume, Germany,- anq the 
Institut de Recherches do la Siderurgie Fran9aise, France. 
The expected duration of the research is ·t~ce yea.rs. 
V. ''ROLLING MILLS f:Ja) PROCESSINGn PROJECTS 
P 124 - Optim~~~ion of slab reheating 
Changes in the respective costs of electric power and fossil fuels and 
the constraints imposed by tho need to avoid pollution mili tato in fB.vour 
of the substitution of electricity for combustible fuels whereever the 
conditions for substitution are propitious;. 
A case· in point is the ·roheati:hg -of -slabs, where'. -it '·is possible to couple 
a flamo furnace for tho lower heat levels. with an eloctt>ic induction 
furnace. to attain the higher lovelso 
'\". 
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The present research project proposes :to. exami~~~ t!,.ds combination of fur-
naces with a· view to determining the configuration$ that are most advan-
tageous' for the purpose of obtaining less atmospheric polluti-on, a. greatly 
reduced noise level,. higher output with lower energy consumption, and 
finally more even heating with a-· lower ra.to. of oxidat~ on. 
The implementation of this project, which udll take five years to complete, 
is to be entrusted to tho French Irtsti tut de Recherches de la Siderurgie, 
M~i zi ere s-le s-Met z. 
P 147 - £2ntrol of product width iri wide-strip mills 
Euronorm standards 29-69 for hot-rolled plat0 do not permit any minus 
tolerance in the product width •. To allow for normal variations in width, 
therefore, tho producers of hot-rolled strip are obliged to supply products 
that are 12 to 18. tnrll too wide along the whole length of tho ·strip. This 
involves a loss of production in the order of 30,000 tons annually for a 
plant producing 2,000,000 tons a yoar. 
This research project is aimed at achieving an appreciable reduction in 
this loss of output by : 
1) investigating the causes of the variation in the width of the strip; 
2) working out an improved. rol.linfi technique based. on the information 
aoquired; 
3) finally, applying the new methocls on a modern wide-strip.,mill• 
The implementation ·of: this project, '"Which· will cover a throe-year period, 
is to be assigned to Bctriebsforschung VDEh.., Dusseldorf. 
P 158 - Thermal va~i~tion~ in roll c~bor in a tandem :cold~rolling mill 
To ensure tho flatness of cold-rolled strip, it· is essential t~a.t 'uniform 
thickness be maintained over the whole width of the product despi to 
\ 
deflection and woar on the; working rolls. This result is obtained with 
difficulty by various means (machined camber, natural thermal camber or 
counte~defleotion}, usually in combination. An original new method has 
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reoentiy been s~gost ly, ~that of controlled thermal omnber obtained 
by the differential distribution of heat over the width of a roll. This 
method, which in theor.y is promising, is the subject to be studied in this 
pro.)eot. It will bo applied to a research rolling mill with a "'ri.ew to 
developing a method that can bo used on modorn tandem mills for cold-
rolling. 
The implementation of this project, which will cover a two--year period, 
is to be assigned to the Max-Planck-Institute, Dusseldorf .. 
P 186 .. Thermal variations in roll camber in a hot .11..trip ~ 
The transverse profile of tho strip leaving a rolling mill is an important 
factor in the quality of the product. <r.ae of the techniques that are used 
to obtain the desired profile is that of adjust.ing the rolr camber. A cort-
v~nient way. of achieving this end is that of counter-deflection, which is 
:. \ . ·.·. ·. ; . . ·. .: ·, 
at present the subject of an ECSC research proJect. Since this method 
is not widely used, however, it seems expedient to study-the possibility 
of controlling the thermal camber by adjusting the roll cooling spr~s. 
·Tho. proposed research Will be ·a.irected .tovJards 
... 
1) The development of mathematical ~od~l~ ·for forecasting ,.too thermal 
camber of the working rolls of a continuous hot-rolling mill. 
2) The study of 4ynamio variations of tho tbermal camber resulting from 
adjustments to the roll cooling system, and the development of a 
technique for.controlling the cooling system. 
Tho impl~morit·a~ion of this project,whioh will oov~r a pe~iod of two years, 
is being assigned to the Centre de Recherche Metallurgique? Licgeo 
P -11'9 - Adaptive sot-up ;f a tandem: cold rol1iiie; ~i 11. 
Modern cold rolling mills ~ro generally regulated' before tho ·strip enters 
them by means of an off-line mathematical model that is often simplified 
an~ always imp?rfect be?ausc of tho complexity of th~ phenomena involved 
in cold rolling. This method 'results in a certain degree o-f scatter in 
properties of the finished product. J:l'ceclbaok (adaptive) control techniques 
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prpvide an a..'Ylswer to this problem by ·~t}abli:P.€; the mill to. be. continuously 
adjustqd to the properties of tho strip during rolling. 
The state of the rolls must also. bo knot-m for calculation of the optimum 
set-up for entry of tho strip. Consequently models must be developed ·to. 
predict thermal variations in roll camber and adapted to on-line adjustment 
of a rolling mill. 
The proposed research project involves a study of these two subjects in order 
to reduce scatter ~n th~ thiokn~~ses of cold-rolled strip and improv6 its 
• ·1 
flatnesso 
This four-year progranune will. be, carried out at the. Centro Speri~entale 
Sideru.rgioo in Rome, Italy. 
Th€l more .specific problen of roll camber will be studio¢!. at the Centre dE) 
Recher~he Metall~gi.quo. in Li~ge, Bclgi~, over. a ;e~iod ~f t'wo yoar.s. 
P 175/2 • Devoloument of a mathematical model for th~ prediction of metal 
· flow in steel undorgoine; hot· forzning 12rocesses 
Much work has been dono in an effort to describe metal :flow during hot 
forming by rolling and, to a less·er extent? by forging~ Most of the .exist-
ing models st'udy tho phenomenon on the assumption that the temperature 
distribution in the material, being workec1· is uniform• This hypothesis is 
I 
ne~er correct in practice and tho models therefore calculate operational 
parameters (force, torque, power} with a degree of approximation that can 
be very disturbing. This project aims to provide a more exact calculation 
using the method of finite elements to determine the' distribution of stress 
atJ.d resultant strain during the forming process, t:p.e temperature distribution 
(as a. function of time) ,being calculated during the heating and forming ,pro-
cessos. 
Tho model will be tested on ~ variety of specimen~ exposed to varying tem-
·.t ! . ' r 1 ' 
perature and forming conditions. · 
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Tho cxpectod results will allow beti'er prodiotion·of the exact operational 
parameters for hot rolling and consequently will improve rolling efficiency 
in both qualitative and quantitative terms. 
This stu~ will bo carried out at the Swindon Laboratories of the'British 
Steel Corporation? United Kingdom, over a period of three years. 
P 210 - V~bration and. friction of a. .£.21d ta11,dom_mill 
In the cold.reduc-tion of very thin sheet, vibration and o. chattering 
phenomenon appear above a certain speecl. The so ce,use thickness clefeot s in 
strip that nccessi tate rejection. At prc'sont 7 reduction of rolling mi 11 
speed is tho only course open to the roller, with the consequent loss of 
p~oduct:i,.on. Tho reasons for the occurrence of this vibration are not yet 
known. 
Tho purpose of this research project is to demonstrate thb factors involved 
in tho occurrence and oo+1tinuation of vibration and then tb dofino W!3¥S of 
, , ~ . , , :. . , r 
avoiding it. 
This study will be carried out at the Centre do Rechr:;rche Motallurgique 
at Liege, Belgium, over a period of four years. 
P 168 - !Jlt,ra,ponic ,b..o.,.lovaphy for tho i~spoction of thick s~ction! 
The use of ultrasonic hologTaphy as an improved ~ethod of e~camining the 
d~mensions and shape of a defect will be studied more particularly in con-
. ., , .. 
nootion 1r1ith very thick steel pl~tos.1 t~~ ·aim be~ng to make it easier to 
assess tho import,anco of a defect from tho point of viow of the use arid 
:; -' '' f • 
service life of tho compo:Jq.o,nt. 
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The first part of the research will investigate the utility of ultrasonic 
holograph;)r with diffraction wa:ve scanning, both for general inspootion pur-
pose$ and for the mora spec~·fio purpose of. cxamiriing vveld.s in tJ:'l..ick plates. 
The seooncl part will bo concerned with its usefulness in improving tho 
resolution of tho B scaru1ors which arc being used more and more for examin-
ing thick sectionso The study should result in a11. improved cost/offioicncy 
ratio for tho quality control of thick stool components by pormi t'ting a 
more accurate assessment of tho need to retneey a part~cular fault either 
at tho time tmcomporiont is·plaeod in service or during 9perational use. 
Having o, better knowledge of the c1imensiC?ns of the def;ect will make for 
better judgement of its repercussions and tho avoidanco_.of premature wear 
on the part in question. 
Tho work is scheduled to last tb.reo years and will be carried in the U.K., 
at tho Hartrmll .Atomic Energy Rcsoa.rch Establishment and tho British Stool 
Corporation. 
, P 1'81 - Ir.a;provemont of tho E!,..~faqe g:up,li;t1z..:. .. of hot"":'rollod :stri:p by automati.o 
· inspocti,sm oil.th~ strip mill 
If full advantage is to be tal-ten of tho very high productivity of modern 
strip m~lls, there must be facilities not only for continuous chocking.of 
the geometrical and metallurgical parameters such as we have at present., 
but also for controlling the quality of the plato o The first pl"oblem has 
been solved by the combined uso of m<?as~oment rooorder:s,, mathom<:.tical 
models and control loops, which together form tho process control aspoot 
of rolling. At prosont, however, the control of quality (considered in 
tho normal sense as tho presence or otherwise of intt:lrnal or surface de-
foots in tho plato) continuos to elUde automatic control,, and it is this 
gap which tho proposed research is designed to rcmed.y ~ - at loast as rogard.s 
the sUrface do foots - by:, developing a visual .method based on tho usc; of 
'integrated photodiodo batteries in conjunction with a high-speed electronic 
scanner depenqing on tho vd.dth. This wo~k, v-Jhich. is expected ,.to last three 
yea:rs, .t-dll be oonduotecl at th<::: Insti tut de Recherches de la. Siderurgie 
F:ran9ei se at St .-Gcrmain-en-Layc, France. 
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p 182 D~v.elopm_grt of new industridi o'qp.i,Emont for t£ci dctectio,n~ of· sur-
. t,E-CC defects by. edd.y currerit~ with a view to imJ?r.oving performance~ 
in. the a~top1atio c.ontrol if iron and steel products 
Although the quality control of iron and stool products has made groat 
strides in regard to the automatic detection of internal defects, notab~ 
by tho use of ultrasonic toclmiquos, the same cannot bo said of the methods 
of dotoqting surface defects. Those arc highlJ'" detrimental to tho majority 
of products, e,nd may g.lso cause incidents during fabrication. Not surpris-
~ngly, thorc~oro, /there is felt to be_ an urgent need for a met~od of 
revealing surface defects c.t al'l¥ st~ge in.the fabrication of st~cl .. The 
most suitable tochn.ique fo; solving thc~e orack-dotoction problems is that 
of non-destructive testing by eddy currents, v.thioh is bettor suited to the 
proctuation rhythms of the iron and steel industry than techniques: such as 
dYe. P,enotrant tostin~ or magnetic particle testing, 'which o.re harclor to 
automatq. During the last fe't:t ycarsi however, it has been· fou..nd that 1 in 
its prosont stc,to of d.evolopmont, tho edciy c1.1rront test mothocl is not 
. _., . 
entiroly satisfactory e,s applied to irmi and steel. 
Aware of_ the . imp~rta.nco of this i:nspection problem. and the difficulty of 
finding a satisfactory ansv-.ror;' th~ IRSID ha,s boon ~ngag6d foi" several years 
in a major labo~at.orz p~;;)ject :involving e ro-o:x:r?.mi:nation of the· bo.sic 
. pri110iples of this technique of testing by eddy currontso Judging by the 
fn.vourable results obtained.' in tho laboro_tory, this research, which has 
been. subsidized by tho ECSC, n.ppuars to have born frui t 1 and tho task 
that now remains is to apply to industrial practice· the theoretical know-
ledge already acquirodo This is what it is hoped to accomplish in this 
. research project 1 which will be carried out over a three-year period by 
the Insti tut de Recherches de la Siclorurg:i.o Fran9aiso at· St o~Gorrna:.in-~n-Lay. 
P 189 - New .clovelovmop.t§. in direct-reading opt~cal. enlinission_ s~ctromot:ry 
1rJitp. a \7iow to ·speeding up anc1 rationalizing the necessary process :of 
~ha~g~·· i~ ~nalyticai ~hc~istry 1 pe"st Community ·ros~arch programmes have ,, ,· ', ·, •,- . . . 
iTJ.~ludod subject's' ·closignocl to try· o1tt ·techniques anct equipment in oourse 
• •·• • . • t • 
of dovol.opmont, ·and ascort~:dn the ad.vO:nto,gds b{ applying them for tho 
~-. :':";· .. .' "" ' f· 
inspection ·of iron and stool matorialso Th6 development of omission 
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. sources .for S'pqotr9Inot:ri9. anC1~s; ~ .... :s:C?n19S. wi tJlin tp.ie, o~t~~,?I'Y• . Lat.6ly, 
thoro .has bo_en a trend towards replacing- th_e' traditional sources (arcs 
• • : ~· ·,. "'• ... ~- " : ( ,. ·'" ' ' .:' •• " •I • • • " • '. •. "I • 
and sparking dovicas) by sources of holluw-ca.thode. typo. lrtha.t still has 
. ... ... , ... , ,;. '. . ;··.r 
t.o be done, ~Oloroycr, is to stuqy th~; possibili tios thoy offer in. regard 
to .both the equipment und the various materials that have to· be analysed 
I I < ' I I ,. \ 
fcastings, alloy or· non-alloy steels, stc~.inloss stools, forr9-alloysr eteo) -~ 
this is the purpo.~e ·of this project, tr.Jhich is being conductocl oyer a three-
\ 
year period by the Centro Spe,~:Lmcn·tnle Sidoru.rgico in Rome (I tal~). 
P 200 - Dcvelo;pmop,Ul}.C\ !mplomentation of m .. o_:thods fo.t:., the routine ,.:spo_cp:q;-
c .. ~Sflicn.l analysis of_ non-motallic subst_u.ncos usil"i$ ,?:.,tg:iiniil,.)~ 
Tho aim of this research is to apply a.nd develop the Grimm lamp principle 
in tho spcotroanalysi s of non-metallic substances.. In the first ins·banoe, 
efforts would be directed to evolving a genornl-purpose procedure specie,lly 
goa,r.od to the -rcqt.U.remoh'fs of tho iron· anc1. at-.eel ~ndustry, ·:O.•&J·~ for. ana-lys-
ing any kind of oxi'clo. This might be followccl by work to ·aotcrmino th~ 
accuracy, fi tnoss a.."1.d speed of tho proooduro .... research into tho 'best w~ 
of preparing tho test.:...piocos, with special attention to certain toohniqt.1.ea 
such ·,as crushing, ';'treatment .with tannin,·. anc;:t··compaot.j.on. · Determinat-ion.· 
·of tho· granular structure required to obtain a,·high level of acour?,cy 
whtlre ·concentrations· of 'homogeneous ancl heterogeneous mix·turcs arp present. 
This project is to be carried out by tho, Dortn1und Institute of Spoctroohemistry 
and. Spectroscopy (West Germany) in asaociati on 'td th t}:le·. Verein Deutscher 
Eisonhuttonlouto :tn Dusseldorf '(vJost Germany) .• ·It is scheq.ulod to take two 
years. 
P· 217 - Stu9\{ on ths... at;E.l~.<ltto,n of the glow eli soha:rgc ·sou~co fq:p · tp.o dctQ.r-
mination of m-et_all9.,ids1 with ~eo.ia,l· Fttcntioll.t,O the~£.._~ 
· .... - . :astri.Pptio11.,. . .. ; . ) _ 
Tho motalloic1s 'in s·tecl aro analysed by a number of ineth()(is involving .. olassioal 
and .. instrumental chomi stry ana spootromot~J. . In roga.rd :to, .. th() l.ast-:tlar.iled, 
cla;ssical'• bptical emission spoct·rome:try pemi ts tho_; simuitt:a:qe:qus al;'l:l)l~sis of 
carbon, sulphur, phosphorus a.ndi boron. in:adclit:ion: to:·the mptalli<:t: el.qments. 
1+ nct-r source of excitation ba,sod .on· glow .. discharge has :com.e .to light-: 
• 23 ~ 
Tho IHSID lt-rill onrlcavour to t:evelbp spectrometric glow-discharge analy13is 
of the mcta11oir1.$. :ln .stool, end to shOV\7 that in this via,y valU-<:'1-blo infor-
mn-tion oan,bo obtn.inc~cl on tho ·:listributiort ·o:r thuso ol<imonts on ancl bolmv 
thl.::; m:.rf~ .. cc •. 
Tl':_:) W·Jr~c v-Iill be aGsienoc1 to the Irstitut de Recherche de la Sidorurgio 
:;Prt:.n9rti so at 8t ~-Gcrmaiu-er,~.-Layo (rnrnncc). It is sohodul.ed to cover. a t'l:JTo-
yoar po-rioflo 
p 1)'0 
It h3.:~ long been kllO'Wll ttat borf)n can imp:rovo tho hardonabili ty of stools, 
SO far 7 howovor, it hP.s no·t bCE)ll possibJ.e to determine its exact cf.foot 
before and during i1.erU.oning, anl\. it-~ general :b~La:viour frnin tho molting_ 
bc:th to the lat:t then'1al troa'tJiUOlYG carried out by ~he usor of the boron 
steel., It is assumcd1 thoreforo, -thn.t 'boron- is responsible for both tho 
fc:_vou.rnble o.nd. tho less favouruble b-;3haviour of the so steels with r,;;sp<:;ot 
to ·choir r.~.ardonabili ty 3.-nd final mechanicaJ. propcrtins. · To cstc.blish the 
c::i stonco of such a c::)llclt:.tion1 it wcs osscnti0l to develop a 8pccific 
mothcc1 for d.etonainin:s the boron in austoni tic. sclution. .Thi,s. is the· aim 
of this rosoarch 1 "tvhich \vill be rorformecl by tho Centro Sperimcntalo . 
S5.del-;urgicoi · Romet (Italy), over a pcrio0. of two years. 
P 203 ... .§:tiustv on tho n..r~r.r.,:t;ipn_...si,.££9-rls for ~:-rny flp,o~ .. o~,!JP-2.2. 
It ought to bo possible ·to tl.ppiy tho X,..,rcy tochniqu.e to .any ·non-metallic 
iron and steel proctuct with the· oxcoption <)f certain volatil:·e c,lomonts. 
This tochnique, ioe., tho prop~ration of non-metallic samples by solution 
in a vitrifying nd .. xtur.o for analysis by X-ray fluorcsoc:nco'~ is rol~t.ively 
wif:':.oly ttSSJd! .Rov-rovor., although the ·;t.ec~"lolotw is f~~ enough adv~nced ,to 
produce pearls with c:. r<::.asonable oh9J!ce of success, the analytical cons~ 
quonccs of tho preparation ·for the iron and stoel sector have still to 
be inve~t~gatedo 
• • ~. \':,·· : .,, "· ,.:c .. L~. ~:, ~'.i:~~:c"~~:::~'L~i; 
• ...• • '\· ·. 
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The main aim of the project is to adapt the fabrication control teolL"liquEJ 
\ 
to the requir-ements of x~rcw fluorescence. l'.t11 attemp-t; will also be mado \ 
to ext end the met hod for usc with pre-reduoecl products and products with a \ 
high ignition loss, as well as with ores 7 sinter, slae, dust ancl rofractori~s. 
Th0 research will be carried out at the Institut de Recherche de la. 
SidGrurgio Fra.n9aise (FranoB) gt Maiziere;s-los-!~etz ove:r a tvto-year period. \ 
P 204'""' ~tugy of .th,~ isofonnatton of powf.er~~ples .for . .z .. :r:a;t SI:,..~.Z~ 
X-reJr fluorescence has become e--n established process in all modern ln,bor-
a.tories for the inspection of iron a.ncl steel products, but there is still 
a nec4, for .improvemen.t· in the preparation of samples. Measurement of the 
ign~tion loss in ea.oh sample is impracticable for the purpose: ~f rapid 
inspection. of fabrication. What is recr..Urcd is a method th~t autvmatically 
takes account of the loss or-gain by ignition of both the srunples and the 
flux itself. .To achieve this end, it is proposed that a. referonce element 
'Qc :.tntroduced into tho flux1 e.go, oxidizing oobqlt salts. 
The, follbwing work is planned 
-investigations into optimUm ooncentrations of tho.reforence clement in 
the 'flu.:x; study of the efficacy of the method; 
- development of ·a. general mothod of analysis for iron and steel powder 
product f3 ·ror use with the folloNing olt;ments·: li'e, Mn, Ti, Ca,. K, P, Si, 
The 'rbsearch~will be conducted by tb~ Centre de :Rcohorohc Motallurgique, 
:. at tioge, (:Be-lgium)~ It is $ohcdulod to ta.ke two yoars. 
P 207 -·De:teotion cf surface defeats on sections and hot semi-finished 
CN~·•..... ''W AI. 
32rqq_ t:P.t.s 
The need for qua.lity control of the surface of iron artd stoel seotim1s and 
· semi•finished. products is booomi.ng increasingly. evid~nt, especially in the 
. '· 
case of blooms,, billets ancl. slabs. This research proposal is aimed at 
filling a few of the gaps in trds field by measuring the quality of sections 
end ·semi-finished products, using objeoti.ve criteria, anCI. by developing 
and placing in service in industr.y eqUipment for the detection of cracks 
appearing ort the surface after the hot-rolling process and bofo·re shearing. 
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The primary task ~d 11 _be ' 
- I 
selection of' an optical prack-dotection mothod; 
· oaraoteri zation of' the defocts anJ. their dct:,Teo of seriousness and 
b.amfulness; . 
- use w"i th making devioos compatible with the rolli:1g speed. 
The Centre de Recherche Metallurgiquo at Li~ge, (Belgium), is all'owing 
throe years for this ~vork. 
The research progranure is dc!signod to ascertain tho ooncli tions that foster 
the ·occurrence c-f e:1bri t::tleLlent phenomena at critical service temperatures 
f) 
around 550' c. Vario"t;.sly alloyed austoni tic steels will be given normal or 
wold-simulating hoat t:l:"'eatmont and in those states will be exposed to 'the 
norrnu,l service temperatures with and without simultan~?-ous mechanical stress-
ing. By comparison of the changos in mechanical properties in:.-t_he tw.o 
states 7 tho·· extent( ~o-f any embri ttlemcnt ph?pomcna that· oC?-ui? will. bo 
dotormined and related to tho intora.oti.on-yf the various factors involved. 
' Tho ptl.rpcso of tho research project is to obtain information on fabricat-
ing mbasuros that could for tho service life of the steels obviate aey 
·reduction in formability det~imontal to their use. 
Special attention will be paid to tho carbon content of the steels~ and to 
the type and quantity of .?XJY carbide·~formir.g a.lloying elements that may 
also. be present. Because of tho increasing use peing made of steels 
alloyed with nitrogen1: the effect of nitrogen additions will also be in-
VE:Jstigc,tod. Tho behaviour ,of -u.nderste,bilizecl steels 1rJill be studied. 
This programme vd.ll be carried out by .the Verein Dc~tschor Eison:huttenleute 
at DUsseldorf, Germn.n;}r 7 over a pori od of throe years. 
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P 191 - Possibilitios,...2.t and limits to the dovolonment of new structural 
stoo1s.. 
TIU.s rosoa.roh project is de:;:ignod to evaluate, by systematic stlJ,dy, tho 
, effects of various alloying elements on tho wcldabi~ity of low ca.rboh 
steel ( C 0.10 ~~); the final aim· is to obtain useful information for tho 
defini titre development of new types of high stro~?"th steels alroady 
optimized as far as poEJsiblc from tho aspect of woldability. In tho 
structural steel sector n new tr~nd has emerged towards the novclopment 
of high strongth steels that can be used in the as-rolled stato to replace 
steels which, f~r the 'same strength levels, traditionally hnve to bo 
quenched v .. nd tempered. Tho proocdure adopted is, in brief, to rotluco tho 
carbon content more end moro and at tho same time to it1croaso tho content 
of alloying elements, some of which (Mn, Cu, Mo?- Ni) can in principle bo 
selected on the basis of cost considerations, while ~ element from tho 
group l'ifbt V and B is alwt'.ys .pro sent to obtain tho ~eqtl.ired a.ustoni to 
• '!• 
transformation charc,ctcristics. 
This programme will be carried out at the Centro SporimE.ntal•::: Siclcrurgico 
in Rome, Italy, ovor a period of throe years. 
b) Corrosion 
~ 199 - Stu4l of the corrosion o.nd mptall.ur_s:.i_c~_.Eropertios,, .. o!.Zn-4.1 ... ,9Pse.£1. 
~i,nar.3, and ~mi!lex a!J ... ou 
. I 
New" trends in hot dip zinc and aluminium coating have been moving towards 
experiments with Zn-Al basect alloys t-thioh as compared with zine ·coatings 
hD.vc bettor adherence properties, resistance to elootrochomioal corrosion 
a.nd to corrosion at high temperatures and, as compa.rod with aluminium 
coatings, more efficient sacrificial protection. It is :tJOSsiblo that thore 
are Al concentration tr~esholds which are critical for the metallurgical 
and corrosion properties of the coating and, ·since the proper choice of 
sodondary alloy mey make it possible to rodt:~:co the Al oontont, thoro is a 
good. case for carrying out a systematic study of tho basic properties of 
.ll.n-Al based binary anc1 ternary alloys and. of coatings of such alloys on 
steel~ in order that tho bost alloying method may bo solootedo 
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A research stui'.y oompri sing thro.o stages is proroscd : 
i) Study of tho effect of increasing Al oontEfnt ~ ( 5-6o %) on tho chemical 
.and electrochemical properties cf Zn-Ll alloys. 
ii) Study of tho in-torcction bett:een steel an(~, tho alloy molts 
iii) Lsse:ssment of tho chemical, cleotrcchG~nicnl c.nd mechanical properties 
of alJ.oJf coa.tin:~s. 
Tho research vrl.ll bo c;:;rried out by the Centro Spo:r·imuntale 1,1otallurgico, 
Rom.o ancl will last fer c period of three yoars. 
c) 
' · .•. ' : 
Tho sur~: ace mcrph.Jlo.;y cf cold reduced. shoot is of considerable im:oortance 
to both prcducors r,nd users. Surfa,oo rouc;hn.css is a fer from rieeligble 
factor in ~.~~ra-wing opurations. It is al"!r.;:;ws mod.ifiod. to some orlont .. during 
tho })rOCCSSo 
. Tho 11ltimato surface fi:1ish of tho pC'lxt will dopencl on tho ini tie1,l ro~h­
noss of the shent to bo d.rav:n~ the i:ntrinsio pro})crties of the steel and 
tho shoo:t and fi:r~.ally the clravting conditions. 
'• ·' 
Tho surfuo0 nwrphology after a part has been drawn ·should be such that it 
can bo. paintcd,,u;ndor .opt~mum condi tiona. 
Consequently it is important to lmow the surfaoo ,finish critcri.!:'". tha.t vdll 
roduco the risk of sc·:)ring during forming operations and .. c:mablo·. ~ painted 
finish a.bso.lutoly reproducible in arpoara.nce to be obtained., 
Tho ano,lysi.~ of roU{;'hnoss profiles has been used for this purpose. Howovor, 
this methckl .is, artificial and convon~ione~I ancl it e.ppcars from preliminary 
-- .. , 
tost9 that n,na.lyscs usi:ng tho quant~ tative teleVision mic.roscope hold out 
interesting prospects for tho determination of shoc.t behaviour 1-rith ~ogarcl 
to scoring. 
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1fhese measurements with the QTM must therefore be ma.d.e as di soriminating 
~-~9ssible and to do this it is necessary to~ define absolute pa.ramoters, 
esta.bl~sh rc..nges for -the new surface finish pa,ranwters to enabJ.e the ris)~-:: 
of soot,ing to be ~v0rteQ. and st1ldy the influence of final roughness on tho 
a.ppearan¢e of the coating. 
"'~his proe,J"!'~~e will be carried out b-"J the C·antre de Recherche l1etallurgic:[Ue 
at Liege, B~lgi~, ovor a period of 2 1/2 years. 
P 193 - Surfa,ce of sto..inless steel sheet 
• • ,4 • ._, ··~· "1<,1---
At thG present time, th0 assessment of ~urfaoe fir.dsh in st::dnless stoel 
sheet is pureey subjective. As a :result, unrealistic statements arc made 
td th :regard to the rela-tive appearance of material produced in differon.t 
works;. Additionally, although various types of finish are recog11i zed, 
Oo;§;o bright ann~led and oleotrolytic polished, these definitions are based 
on the method ok production rather tha.t1 the true nature of tho quality of 
the ·surf'acGo On t·ho other ha.nd1 the aluminium industry he,s dove loped methods 
of assessment which r!.efine surfacQ finish in quantitative tcrmsc 
In addit~on to intrinsic surface characteristics such as rotlectivity, colour, 
lustre etc., tho s'Uil'fa~e quality of stainless steel sheet is also governed. by 
imperfeotions that are J!roduoed during tno manufactur-in.g procoss., On-line 
monitoring devices are b&coming available which could be applied to the c'U'a.l-
\lation of manufacturing defects such as scratches and gouge marks. 
Tho objective of the research project is to develop quantitative methods of 
meas'u.retnent and standardized test procedures for evaluating and comparing 
the surface quality of stainless steel sheeto 
The ·prograrrune concerns the -evaluation of surface aspects such as total and 
spooular reflectivity, colour, lustre and image clarity. Instruments have 
been developed for the·mcasuroment of those.charactcristioa and proliminary 
work at instrument manufacturers• works has indicated that the:; so fa,cili ties 
are suitable for the evaluation .of stainless steel sheet 0 fl.ttention will be 
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directed. mainly tow.:trds the populat' grades of stainlo.ss steel such as 18 % 
Or 9 % N'i austenitic stee:l ancl 17 % Cr fcrritic stuel. Moasuroments wi~l 
bo takon on a larc;e nurnbor of samples from UK sources and from other pro-
duce:r's within tho Conummi ty. lls well e.s. obtaining basic ~at a ·on thes·o. 
materials 9 an e.ttcmpt will be r::.ade to seok the oc.,--operation of Europea..n 
prodlJ.oors in dro,wing up draft stQ.ndards .for surface finisho 
The prorosa,l rolatos to the study of methods for quantifying surface damage 
and imper~e.ctions, such as those produced. in ,the manufacturing process. On-
line scrWing c0quipinont has beon o.eveloped and used on a. limited basis for 
tho evalu21ti0n of stainless steel sheet. .A dotailed survey will be made 
of tho c.vailablc systems and the r::::ost sui tfib~e s;y·stem will be installed. at 
' ,:, 
the Sl:..epcote Lane v:orks of .British Steel Corporation for evaluation under 
proc1u.ction oond.i tions~ This woulcl rclato t,) the ;rr6duct1.on of stainless 
steel shoot ,up 'to 1 1/2 m wide., 
This pr,Jgrn.mmc will be carried out by the British Steel Corporation, United 
Kingdotn 9 over a po:."'ioc1 of thr.ee yea.rso 
This j.oint progre~ac is d.osignecl to supplement and oxtond. to an, .industrial 
scale knowledge obtained in tho ·laboratory during research Pl:"Oject.s 9 some. 
, :Jf them aidod ~y the 1UCSC o fl'bree clif:forent. areas of aoti vi ty :}tave. be €in 
,defined : 
(a) §.e~r.2_h_fE_r_or_iier_i,~ ~~b1,i!!_g_t_he_S~ia:£il,i:tJr_o! ~ meial·!o!: £O];.d_f£t£i-
!_rl~ io .... b£ !lS~O§_Sf?.d_ 
Special attention will be paid to tho influence of metal duotihi ty ·orl the 
bent soctions>t ; .t11J:l attempt will be made to d3fii:l:e ,preois.ely a, ge;n~ral 1.;ork-
. ' ~ ~ ' •' ~. . . ' '-. . . I 
· hc:~rdeni.ng coefficient a.nd asoortain how-it affects. ·t,he :r.isk ·of, r.er.1ova.l of 
-vrorldu"lrdening.. It is also planned to determine tho corre~(;l.~ion between the 
degree of s0ftcning and cold forgeabili.ty in oxtrusi<:>n under experimental 
and industrial f:>rming conditions .. 
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The influeno~ of various elomonts on spheroidizing kinetics and on ductility 
tdll be investigated. In steels with OIJ 15 - 0.4 % carbon, mango.nese, chromi1.1In1 
silicon, molybdenum borC?h and elements containing d.ispersoids will bo stucliocL. 
In addition• as the origin and nature of the hardening of uiro tcgother 
I 
with its importance ~tnd influence on the subsequent forming process are not 
known at I present, the cause and method of hard.ening of ferri tic s·eructures 
and. the importance of hardening as a funct~·on of cooling kinetics will be 
studied in particular o. , 
(c) Properties of work hardened materials 
-------------------
.An attempt Hill be made to measure mechanical properties and oorrolato their 
values with forming conditions and the original properties. A special study 
will bo made of the Pl"'Opcrties after lOlrJ"-·torriperatilre tempering to determine 
the effeot of this process.; 
An endeavour \vill be made to d.efinb ·a final state h1 v-rhioh the product cm1 
still ~dthstand some deformation. 
This joint programme, which will take ~ years 1 tdll be carried out by the 
Cent,r.o do· Recherche Motallurgiq·ilc at Liege, Bclgi um, the Institut de Rochcroho 
de. ia Si<ierv.rgie Fransraise at St.-Germain-en ... Leye 1 France, the V<:lre~n Deutscher 
Eisenhuttenleute at Dusseldorf, Gormn.ny~ and the British Stool Corporation, 
United Kingclomo 
P 162 - StUf1Y..-s.f._.tl1,e j.n.:fluence of the de£6e of· p~i t;y: and produc;t.i.,on o.ofl• 
C'J. tion!, on the_pohaviour .Pf lo"tr-alloy f;!te .. e:ts ~]ten e;po·s .. e~ t.o al~$£­
~atinf? stre.&~ 
The aim of tho resea.roh project is t::' eJttend erlsting knowledge of tho 
influence of ; 
(a)· the dogroe of p~ity 7 
(b) small degrees of worlt hardoning normally occurriWJ during fabrication, and 
( o} : tho application of heat during vJelding 
·l'l· 
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on the fatigue strength of steels& Stress- and strain-controlled fatigue 
tests will be oarrieC!~ out on two low-alloy steels of different strengths 
to proVide coefficients for behavioilr under cyclic stress that could also 
be used whc,re appropriate for the design of ooraponontso To faoili tate a · 
comparative assessment of the material oondi tions and the 6ffeot of the 
various fa.otorst it is intended to plot cyclic stross-strain curves under 
both tensile and o,yclio stresso Notched test pieces trill be used to· 
determine the deformation conditions at the not?h root as a function of 
nominal stress. 
For welded connections, strain-controlled fatigue tests will be carried out 
on test pieces taken along the weld seam, in such a w~ that they contain 
all the structural zones between the wold metal and the unaffected paren~ 
metal and the srune strain is imposed on all tho structur~l zones in the 
test. Tho conditions for crnclc formation and propagation in materials 
with non-homogenous str~tification will be investigated more closely in 
this way. 
This progrrunme 'Will be carried out by the Verein Deutscher Eisenhuttcnleute, 
DUsseldorf, Germany, over a period of throe years~ 
P 163 - ·stuctz. o.f. the q.cfo~~bili \¥' of, .. J?oile,rma.king: steels under al~ornati.!f& 
]..oad at mp~~,:o)t increased tein;ee.z;..at'Ul"e · 
Tho proposed research will holp t~ increase existing knowledge of deform-
ability, and-'thus ma.ko ;a substantial oont·ribution' to··the attainment of 
groatGr safety in boilers and pressure vesselso 
The materials tostod "t-rill be steels for ·olovated-temporatu.re service at 
·. 0 . 
up to about 400 C in throe different categories :' 
(a) an unalloyed. steel 
(b) two different fine-grained alloy structural steels 
(c) two quenched and t'empered stools for particular1y thick-walled oom:.. 
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Tho materials will bo tested in the follovdng conditions 
1) The basic m~terials will be tested in the commercial delivery condition ~ 
', .. 
and random tests will be made after 5 % cold t>~Torki:q.g, in tho stress-
rcl~eved state and ~fter long cXposl..Lrc .to service temperature 
2) Plate ).engths of the basic. materials in the delivery condition will be 
welded tog~ther, preferably by submerged arc welding, and will be tested 
·in t~e .stress-relieved oondi tion, random samples also being tested in 
the.non-anncalod condition for comparison purposes. 
Tho test methods will be as follows : 
' . 
1) · Preliminary tests of the usua1 kind to'" define the state of the material, 
for example tensile tests and notched bar impact tests. 
2) Stress-controll~d ,fatigue tests under pulsa.t~ng tensile stress or strain-
. oo,ntrolled alt~rnating compression-tension tests up to cvbout 2 x 10 4 
load cycles with alternating stress amplitudos just above the_,yield 
. ·. . . . .· . 0 
point and a test temperature of 350 C. 
·~3) Motallographic investigations to clarify the relationships between 
~ai]1 str11oturo 1 ~trengt~ undor tensile str0ss fracture surface 
appearance and ability to withatan,d alternating deformo.tion. 
~hi~:J prqgra.nune vdll be oarriod out. by the _Veroin Deutscher Eisenhuttenleute 
~ ~. • ' • ·~~' > i>., -, ' ' "' 'I ••• <· •>' .\, '•' , ~ '• ~ •' • '' '• • ' .,, '• • ' 
at Dusseldorf, Germany, o"!'.or a. per~.~d. of. three years. 
P 164 ..:. Fe,ti~e ·. streng:th and fatigue linU) of welded j o~nt s in hollolv 
sections 
EXtensive test results and other information arc available for estimating 
~he behaviour. an(t for designing ·weld,ed. joints b.etween oiroulai' ~d rect-
angular hollow sections in the oase of statio loading. Comp:rehoru~ivo 
data is however lacking regarding the application of such results to the 
field of structures under ~namic load (oscillator,y or revorsal)o 4 c~ 
p~ison b~tweon the ~vai,la.~i~ity :results (related .in particular. to tests 
carried out abroad on such tubular connections) with the est.ablished 
stress/cycle curves for basic typos of welded connectio~s (i.e., DV 848 
of the German railways dealing wit:P, fillet welds for notched bru;-s:) shows 
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first of all trJ10.t similarity, or proportionality is not 1.ircct1y apparent. 
This applios to an, even JrO;-;.tor O},:tent in the 'case of joints with rectan-
gular hollow sections for which only tyl}ical results .aro known~ 
Further infonnation can only be obtc..ined at the present time by means of 
sui table fatigue tests on specimens used in practice. The knowledge of 
thoso test results may bo extended for other structural variationso 
Tho tests vrhich v.nulcl bo undertaken in this oorJ.TI.oction should make it 
possible to c,etcrmine the dimensions and structural configuration pertain-
ing to structures with welded tubular joints and do this tor both the region 
of "onclurancc limit n (i.e. about 2-G times iO 6 cycles) an~ the '•fat.igue .. 
strength for fini-te lifett (up 'to'· about 6. times 1o~)" cycles).. The. information 
in the latter fielci :(ioeo·that of. "fatigue strength for finite 1ife") is 
principally aimoct .CJ,t c::r.pectect design mothcds for "meinly st~tically" loaded 
structures and .f. or tho c.pplicatidn 6f high strength steel o ln this region 
of nfntiguo strength for :'inito lifon the application cf high strength : 
steel ooulc-:. possibly yield variations irl tho results from. thos of steol 
gru.dos St .37 end .St 52. 
The importe,nce of this investigation becomes appar.ent cqnsidoring the. fields 
of aprlicati-?n 1'Jhere .. structti.ral· fatigue is involved~ structures under dynamic· 
load? specially cranes, conveying or rubbl~· clearing equipment, bridges, 
tracks for .. hlgh-tspced .t.rains7 offshore installations and aeri~l masts and 
structures. 
The basi a of the investigation consists of comparative tests with standard 
specimens of the materials 9 as well a,s tests on notched specimens va:ri.ously · · 
welded (fillet or butt). A comprehensive literature survey is to be oarri~d 
out in parallel with this investieatio!l• This should give-1 ·inter alia-
and ~J ft-1rthor o.nalysi s of the fatigue behav:Lour of circular tube joints -
clotnilcd guidelines tor the tests wit.h rectapgu.lar hollow·.·scction joints. 
The experimental work on tubular joints will :first ')f all concentrate on 
VI- Mel 1\f- joints with a gap between th,e t()GS of thO bracing nlembers and with 
overlapped bracing members and~ in addition to building methods basod on 
tho exclusi vo usc of circular hollow soction9 will also oonsidor the utiliz-
ation of roct.~ngular hollow sections or alternatively a combination of 
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bf rocta3.'lgular· and·rouncl sootions. Tests 'on joints consiSting of recta.ngulo.r 
·hollow sections.and H-seotions ~re·also plannodo 
The stool grades St 37, St 52 1 StE 47 and stm 70, partly in cold formed 
condition, are .,to be tested. 
This programme Will bo oevrriod out by Mannosmann, Germany; over. a period of 
}~-years. 
e) Brittle fracture 
-- ...... -~ -._, ........ 
P 165 -Design conditio11s for avoidance of brittlQ fractur....2, 
The factors influencing tho ri~k of brittle fracture in weldoo stoc1 oon-
silruc·tions have been studied throughout tl1o. world, rosuJ.tine in .vC~,rioue 
appr0aches to the problems cf ensuri1~ fracture-safe design. Ma:1Y current 
<lesign standards utilize the Cha.rpy test as a measure of material tough-
ness in oonj·unction with o:x:poricnoc and in some cases ~lith lc-..boro.tory-typc .. 
tests. More recently fracture meohanios approaches have boon increasingly 
.adopted and propo$als to inqludc the results of those tests in revision of 
standards are now being made. The aim of tho p~esent project is to exvminc, 
in detail, tho interpretatiot:J. of lal"ge-soalo labo:ra.tory :tdd.o-plato tests 
:with reforepoe to a ntwbe~ of appli oa~i ons and. desi&.sn ooncli ti ons in orc:or 
to provide data. ·for a ~fied approach to ·Eur.opean design stanclar&s for 
· containment and support struo~ures. 
The programme will be carried out by tho B:ritish Steel Corporation, (U.K.) 
f) Heat treatment 
--~----- ............ 
r 160 - .§.:t,ud3 of cx:p,ckinta in. the stross-Le ... U.~evine; ,of forti tic s~ec.ls .. 
The reso~rch program.:.ne is designed to provide further knowlc~o of the 
metallurgical oausos of cracking and prepare tho 'ftiay for measures for tho. 
reliable and oconomioal working of steels which in the present state of 
the .art and of production teoh.."'liqueEL arc considered liable to cracking.' 
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The following will b-o investigated ·: · ···· 
1) The influence of chemical composition 
All experimental materials will be t'estod after wold-simulating heat-
treatment. 
a) Hot tonsilo tests after very rapid hoatl.ng on a Gleeble machine 
to doterrn.ino reduction of area as a function of test temperature 
at low strain rate 
b) Relaxation tests b.y the Murr~ method in the temperature range of 
normal stros.s-frco relieving 
c) Metallographic investigations n.nd examination of precipitation 
processes by tho isolntion of residues on test pieces havin~,under­
gono prior thermal stressing. 
2) Tho influence of grain structure and temperature application in stress-
free annoalingct 
a) ) Hot terisilo tests after very rapid heating on a Gloeblo machine to 
dotermino r'ocluotion: of. aro.a as. a function. of·' test temperature at 
low strain rate 
~) Relaxation l;osts by the J.Vfurr.~ m9_thod. a~ 50~675°y. in st.eps of. 
0 . 
25 c. 
3) The influence of. tho· we let deposit :.properties 
a) Dotormination of the mechanical properties at ambient temperature, 
. ' ' . . 
with and without priox~ tixpos~o to stress-free anriealing ·temperatures 
and where appropriate in tho range ;of the ·expected s(.:rVioe temper-
aturos. 
·_b)· ·not tensile testing after vecy rapid 'heating'to dctermirit:J mechanical 
properties, :especially reduction·· of ·area, at ·:high 'temperatt:lrc. 
o) · RelaXation tests by the Murray method in the temperature range of 
500-675°C 9 in stops of 25°d. 
. . . 
This prog!-amme ,w11f b,o carried out by th~ Voroi1i Dout~·che~ Eisorihuttonleti.te 
. . ' . 
at Dusseldorf, Germany, over a period of throo-years~· 
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P 159 - Rolation~hj.P between .. stre11grth, wal_!. ,:thickness ~fracture behaviour 
:1 
in com~one,nt-simulating test pieces .of hi£;£h-st~ntrth ·stools in th.£_ 
welded and stress-relieved st~tes 
Until a few years e~o it was oustomary to use stools in the ~ormalized state 
v-Ii th yield points up to about 350 N/mm2 and a yeild point /tensile strength 
ratio of about 0. 7 for tho construction of welded. p~essuro vqssels 7 esp•jOially 
vessels to hold· gaseous or liquid substances both at ambient temperature 
· and at. elevated temperature. Non .... ·alloy and loV>r-a.lloy stools of this type 
have pravod excellent for tho purpose ~d 0xtensive exporionoo is availe~ble 
on their p~ocos~ing ,and roliabili ty in service. 
•·;: 
The rapid development in process engineering, especially in tho chemical 
industry and in tho ·energy generating sector, .. has produced a demand for : 
1. higher safe working stress and 
2. larger vessels 
The research programme should help to p~ovido more·information on this sub-
·:ject,'and ;thus to cs-t;nblish a ·more reli~ble basis ·for the evaluation of the 
safety in welded structures of high-strength' stools than is provided by 
existing experience. As there is not yet a 1..ra.tertigh:f; safety concept based 
on ([U~titative evalua;fiion of the ~sual par~eter~ for the meoh~oal pro-
~. '·. . ' . • . . . \ .i . . • . • 
parties of steels? it will be more or less necessary to relate. the behaviour 
of more recent materials in tho f~brioation statos found in practice to tho 
behaviour of tho woll..,...k:h6~.rn s'teols' in the lowor 1 strength c·a.tegories·. 
Comparative test·s· on st>Ot:l'ls in thre~ strength, .c~"tegori_es are proposed : 
1) an unalloyed fine.;..gra.inec1 structural stbei in the normalized state 
with a yield point of about 350 Nfinm2; 
w 
2} tw~ o; three. lo~alloy fin~grained structural steels with differing 
. ' ·~lloy additions in "the normalfzod; state'; with a 'yiolcl point of about 
: 500 N/nun2, inol~ding one stpcl· sui t.able .for use at. tnodora;te:ly high 
temperatures up to about 400°.C; 
3}: ~ o:no~ br ·two ·low-alloy steel's :tn the wato;r-quonchod and tomporod state 
with a yield point of.. about '700 N/mm2• 
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The we.ll thicknesses to be tested should be in the . 3~50 mm range, depend-
ing on the strength of the materials selected for testing. At least 1lio 
wall thicknesses for each steel are to be tested. 
This programme i!dll be carried out by the Verein Deutscher, Eisenhutten,leute, 
Dusseldorf, over a period of three yc~s~ 
g) Electrical sheet 
~--,---~ .... ----~ 
P 166 - ~sic pror~~je~ pf ~rain-oriented ~ectroteohnical steel 
The most important commercial soft magnetic material is grain-oriented 
silicon-iron \vhich is us€d in large quantitie·s in the electrical industry. 
Tho amount of grain-oriented material produced is steadily increa~in~ each 
year: in 1969 over 200,000 metric tons were produced in Europe. The total 
tonnage of electrical steel ( oriente¢1. .an<l: non-oriented} made in ... the USA, 
• ··'- •' '· ., • ,, 0 ... "······ •• 
Europe (the EEC count~ies) and Japan in that year. was 657~000, 933?000 and 
686,000 metric tons respectively most of which was o~ ~on-qrien~~d grades. 
In EUrope, the major portion was consumed:in home m~rkets 1 alt}:lougll, France 
and Belgium have important export mEl,rkets. fill?ther country wi ~h large 
expol't markets ,is Jap~n 7 whose pro¢tuct;.~p. sin?e :?59 has: ~r~p~ed, -~o 
that. it is now_ probably the world's _ l,~r,gest produc.er, of electrical 1!3teel 
apart .~rom tho USSR • 
. As it!. seems that .. no ne'tAr material is .likely to repla~e gra:i.n .... oriented _ 
::silicon-iron in the fo~es~eabl9 f-u,tur~., ~t is import~nt to strive- for a 
,f~the:r understanding. and improvements in present-day mate:rial. - Over the 
• • ' ,·' > •• •• • ' •• \, , •• • ... :· • •• ' • •• ·:· •• ·: ' 
last few years economic considerevtions have tended to become increasingly 
: ~mpo;rta:n;t ·in 1arge transformer,s Jmd rotating maohin_es, _so users of the 
. : ' .' ' ' : . . ' ; . . . .,. . ~ .' -~ .. 
material are anxious ~or furthe;r progrcs.s •. 
The major aims of the proposed investigations will be to obtain improve-
ments in the magnetic charaqte.ristics of the matol;"ial itself, anq. improve-
• ,. ' •• '-. .,;· ,. . ' i . ";'' .. '· . • •• 
monts -in tho wcy in which thq m~torj.al- is -u~ed .in- electrical cquipm(~nt as 
., .· ' . .... ..'· .. ·· ·. . ···. , ,· ,, ·.. . 
,an aid .-to the. qompeti ti venosE? of EQSC s~o9l o - TM ~ w1i1 . ~o done '·tlU.ough 
:'·, ,. . .. ), . 
spocif,'ic projects which: :tvill ,~olt3,te tho r:n~~etic b~hayiour ·t? vari.o~s 
metallurgical characteristics of tho materia~ itself and ,~t~ 7 scientifically, 
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some design and operating principles ~ppropriatc to electrical equipment for 
whioh-·oriontod electrotechhioal steel is produced in large -quanti ties. 
Tho work will be divided into three parts : 
.. po-v.r~:r loss,. domcdn wall motion e.nd the nature of the anomalous loss; 
- flux distribution and localized loss in silicon-iron cores e.:nd equipment, 
particularly when complex \'lave forms are prese:q.t; 
.. dependence of the ma6JTietic properties of silicon-iron as used in both 
machines and transformers on stress and temperature. 
This programme will be carried out by the British Steel Corporation, Unitocl 
Kingdom, over a period of three years. · 
' ·. 
P 215 .... Losses in eloctrioal sheet 
Tho problem of anomalies in powe:r losses is. of oonsiderablG intor9st not only. 
from .the scient~fic, p9int of view but also as regards application~. since by 
definj,ti-on an abnormal los,s .imi?lies. a highor power loss than calculated on a 
conventional t.no~~l., where .the ~nduotion is assu.med to be uniform throughout 
tho eross-seqt:io~.. Arr,;;- ~cse.a.roh det;;~~ed. ~o. throw 'light on the origin of 
this aq:Q.orma~ l<?ss :·Could. in principle prc>'vido .useful information on the 
possibility of reducing total losses and hence obtaining appreciable savings. 
In the reser.ioh already done ·RY the Istit:u:t·o :Bfl~~~rotecni.oo Nazionalo on theso 
problems, it was deeidod to .. s.tudy ~bnorm~l pl;l,cnome·na, in a. gcnqral. fashion.by 
. " . ' "" . ,· . .· .· . : ~ '. ' . : . '• / . : . . "·" ' ' .. .... ; 
means of mo~surQ111c;q.ts on maoroscopi_c specimens of. ~fferont ma~cri~~s~ 
The main .results obt~ined to date concern the .development qf in~trumon~~ I.Or 
the exact measurement of power losse~ a~ a funeti;on .. of. froquonoy and u.ndeJ::' 
speoifio worldng conditions. 
Tho i;n$ti,'uments·p;roduood have enabled. precise mcasurqments .to be made, in.a 
. " . . . ' ' . ' ' . ~' 
very low ~r()qt:lonoy · fi\;ld::and llJ:tder controlled. conditions, o~ tho envelope~ 
' ~ 
of the induction flux.. .:Measurement$ 9n va,r,ioty. of materials, b.oth directional 
and isotropic, have deP1~stratqd. that the anomaly of ·non-linearity ie ~ 
fairly genera+ ph<::p.omcnpn. 
\ 
··.1. 
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Experiments show that this anomaly becomes more pronounced with high v&lues 
' ', 
of working induction, which appe~rs to indicate thn.t domain nucleation 
phenomena may Jnfluonco the anomaly, while tho part pleyod by other effects 
that are present, such as block wall motion, mey- bo of less importance. 
Research over tho no:x:t two years could therefore start hero and follow the 
lines given below : 
Firstly, it is proposed to continue the precision measurements on various 
materials to verify wh<:.?the,r the anomaly ~f. n~1~~lineari ty is general or 
tJ~ical'of certain materials. 
Secondly, it is pro:9osod to measure the variation: in fotw of dynamic 
h~;rstoresis cycles as a function of frequency, to. soo what p_art~ of tho cycles 
contribute most to the anomalies observed. 
Thirdly, it is proposed to monsure losses as a function of the surface 
finish of the electrical shoot, as this appears, in the final analj-sis, to 
have a very considerable effect on domain structures,· magnetization processes 
and hence most probab~ on losses and their anomalieso 
This programme 'flldll be carried. out by the Istituto :Galilee Ferrario in Turin,· 
Italy 1 over a period of three years.· 
VIII •. · "PHYSI Cllt· :METALLURQ"y(n :PROJECTS 
P 177 - Thcrmomeohanic&:t. .tr~atment of.,wcldabl0 modi~~oarbon sto~l 
Roeently, the oarket for high-strength stools has o:x:pendod considerably. 
This increase has boen particularly marked in tho oil industr,y for tube 
plate and plate for offsho;rp platf9rmso It ~s croat0d. a csmtinuous demand ... 
for high-performance stools (hi~h.yiel<f. po~nt and toughness) which also 
have good weldability. 
Thermomechanical treatment (controlled rolling) ·proVidos.anadvantagoo:us 
method of obtaining these propertioso Research on tho application of this 
method to certain steels ( C9 Mn, Jfb, C equivalent 0? 32-0.36) has boon 
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-proposed, with particular o.ttcntion paid to the following parameters 
Austenitizing temperature 
Rolling programme 
·cooling speed 
This research has been proposed b,y the Institut do Recherche de la Sidorurgio 
Frangait=.Kl, St .-Gormain-on-Layo and would take throe years. 
P 179 - Sira;ulation of -,the metallur€sJ:oal phcn~mena oocu.rrin~ d.u.rinf£ hot 
rollins 0~ str!n 
A knowledge. of tho, metallui-gioal phenomena occurring during hot rolling is 
·essential for prediction of the mechanical; properties of the product and 
important for tho evaluation of.tho rolling stresses neoessar.y for mill 
automation. 
Full-scale measurements arc impossible because of their cost and tho loss 
of outpu-t. 
Cons~quq~:~ly a rno~hoQ. of simulatiqn using a torsion machine and experimental 
:·· : : ,, ·, <' . .• ' . 
rolling mill has boon developed and tested successfully for a heavy plate 
reversing mill. 
Tho purpose of .. t)Jis rosea.~c~ is to :?~-ncy •. out a, ~imilar study, but for hot 
' : o ..... '_. i• • ~ , , " .. , 1..•• -'I ·• • .. ''•"'<' '' •" '•'" I ' '• ·' • ' \ 
~~d~•strip mills, in which the deformation conditions and temperatures as 
.. .. . :. i 
a function 'of tinie· ciiffo:r very greatly' from'those in 't:ne· rolling of hea;vy 
plate~· 
•../' 
The following four points will be studied in particula,r 
(a) Study of 'austenite recrystallization phenomena and any precipitation 
ocouring very close conaeoutive rollingpaescs 
('b) Simul~t:~ion. 9f, th9 .strip ynill cooling table . 
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(c) Complete simulation of a strip mill with an assembly consisting of 
No 1 furnace, experimental rolling mill, hardening machinc 1 
No 2 furnace. 
(d) Study of the mechanical properties of tho· simulated strip., 
This study \vill be carried out by the Insti tut cle Recherches d.e la. 
Sid.~rurgio Fran9aise at St.-Germa.in-en-Layo, France, over a period of 
throe years. 
P 188 - Rati,.O of concentrations of precipti tating clements ,in steels 
Increasing use is being made i,h steols of elements that form carbides or 
nit~idcs bocause.of tho many effects they havo on the structures and 
mechqnical properties of the products o~tained. :Despite the number of 
research projects devoted to this. sut?ject, some points still need 
fu~ther clarificationo 
The CRM proposes to study two of these 'points in pa.rticular .: 
(1) Production of an extra mild steel with improved drawability which 
}}as simultaneously a high normal·anistrophy and. a low' planar 
anisotrophy as a result .of tho modification of the ·recrystallization 
kinetics of mild stool in tho controlled pt-osehco'of'dispersbid-
forming elements. 
(2) Production of structural stocle ~ving increased tensile and impact 
strength and impr~v;d ·forgo~bility··'·by ·~o.king marl+11um usc of the 
possibilities of aluminium deoxidati-on•· ·· ·fi'spooial ·stuey ·will be 
·;mn.do of tho systemntio'prooipita.tion of' e..lurilinium nitride : 
either in tho form of very fine pa.rtioies'produoing hardening 
comparable to thai. obtained by· o'C.)lumbium ·or vanadium carbides· 
or in the form of partiol~ts that ~rci sufficientlY l~ge and in 
sufficient quantity to produce erlensive·grmn rofinirig. 
' ' 
Tho resen.roh ht1s been proposed by the Centre de Recherche lYietallurgiquo 
at Lie~e 1 Belgium, and will take three yoarso 
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P 216 - Gnl~xdzine of steel wire 
The purpose of the research project is to stu~ the galvanizing meohnnisms 
and pinpoint the origin of the difficulties encountered in this operation 
so that they can be overcome, especially in the case of wire rod. 
IRSID will therefore stu~ the influence of.tho tY1Je of steels used, the 
nature and finish of the surfaoes and the operating conditions on tho 
nature, appearance and adhesion of the coatings. The reactions will be 
·studied simultaneously on pure iron and iron alloys containing~ ver,y low 
level ·of impurities and on synthetic steels propoxed specially by vg,cuum 
·melting,· with subsequent verification on industrial steel so The structures 
· of iron-zinc alloys Will also be studied. ·The results of'·'this research 
·would help to ovoroomo the difficulties arising in the galvanizing of wire 
rod owing to ctk~ges in the properties; to extend the knowledge obtained 
to other,galvanizablo stool proguots o:nd to secure better zinc utilization. 
This ro~o~ch has been proposed by the Institut do Recherche de la 
Sideru.rgic Frango.iso,. S~.-Gormain-&~Lc~o,. France, in conjunction td.th the 
Syn~cat National d~ Tr~.fila,ge do 1 t Aoi?~ .und is plannecl to take tbroe 
years. 
{: 
P 14,3 ~ V:Se . ot_~~$;,.1 in hous~n~ 
. The· ... oonstr;u~tiqn· of the ;BarJin: .. statiop,. where ~ope?n comfort ori teria 
are to be determined is oontinui~g •. 
· ·Experts· whoivisit~d the site at th-Q enQ.. of j974 unanimously agreed on the 
._ usefulness of_ .. this demonstr~atio~. and w~ro enger to see the research attain 
the a~ms s~t ~ome ye~rs ago. 
This 'confirmed the advo:ntage to the Community of this station. 
' •; , • I, ,. ' • •• 
It is proposed to grant Brahdi an addi ti.onal 'six' mo~ths to complete the 
projecto This brings the final ~ate for the research to 30 June 1975. 
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P - ,149. - .. ~briid steel-concreto beruns 
The fabrication of composi to welded beem·s is developing ~apiQ.ly in countries 
such as Sweden and Japan. Production lines for these beams are being or 
will be sot up in tho Com.trunity. Thoro are three mnin reasons for this de-
velopment : tho first is that very oommonly produced products, gener~lly 
fln.ts 7 nrc used as tho starting material; the sooonct, which follows on 
from tho first 7 is tho flexi.bi.lit~y· of tha procoss 11 much greater than that 
of" rollir~g~ which makes it poasible to offer constructors a continuous range 
of product shapes and sizes and sections of varying forms· and complexities 
( sytnmetrical and asymmetrical double tees~ box girderst etc.,), and the third 
is the possibility of supplying small tonnages at prices justified by short 
delivery periods. 
Although these three reasons are sufficient to ·account for the profitability 
of the production lines 1 it is nevertheless·'true that an increase in the 
' utilization fact or of tho steels in~olved would further reduce the oost of 
the prooess1 this can be obtained by using different steels in the same 
section in such a wey that the fu.rther they are from_ the neut,ral axis: the 
highor their yield point~ In those hybrid be·ams; low yield point :staels 
OOXl be loaded: in the plc1:stic range tl.S a. reSUlt. of: the p!'€SOll00 of. high 
yield point steels surrounding them and providing rigid support. 
The research will include statio tests on composite beams·that are prebont 
but not stressed during curing of the concrete, probent and stressed during 
curing of the o6ncroto or·~probent with a temporary top 'plate, together 
with creep: and. fatigue t5:;sts and tests to evaluo.te the adh~sio:n for?e 
between the stool ru~d the ooncreteo 
This pr~6~amme which \<Jill tnko two years, will be carried out partly by 
the Centres de Recherches ~~ientifiquo.s et' teohniqu~s.de l*Ind.ustrie des 
fabrications metalliques ( CRIF) at Liege, Belgium; and par.tly by tl\e Centro 
Italiano Svi luppo Impiego .Llcciaio in Milan, Italy. 
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p 140/2 Steel components oonneo;tod to conorotg members in buildi:q.-,~ 
I 
The following research proposal is baaed on realistic and fundamental con-
siderations : 
( 1) . Throughout Europe 1fhore arc· (and. wi 11 be for. several years) ten;s of 
thousands, of "traditional" building firms which because of their 
mental attitude, need to us~ existing equipment or lack of preptlration 
for the adoptiol'l of now building techniques based on m<-;tal structures, 
will most probably prefer to continuo to build in reinf0rmocl concrete. 
(2) It is known that in ~ structure entirely of reinforced concrete, if 
the cost of the oolwans is 1 (per cubic metre), the cost of the 
horizontal beams is 3 (they necessitate special bending of concreto 
reinforcing rounds, tho cost of formwork is :h.ighor, etc.). 
(3) By definition, reinforced COllorete must· bo loaded in compression, 
while steel can withstand bending stress. 
The aim. of the proposed research is to encourage the ''tradi tiona.l" firms to 
use st.eel at loast for horizonta~ structural components,- without to0 much 
modifi·ontion to t.he oonstruotion equipm·3nt of the. firms themselves. 
Obviously if such an, effort wore to succeed, the additional qua.nt1tics of 
stool used would bo incalculable. 
·:rt is proposed to study and carry out scientific· experiments on : 
(a) .·tho most efficient weys of fixing horizonta.l steel beoms in conventional 
reinforced. concrete columns.; 
(b) tho steel beam sections that are most suitable for this typo of 
mixed struct-ure (exam:Lning either hot-;rplled or o'?ld•rolled beam ·sections); 
( o} erection ~systems •.. 
•. 
This programme will be carried out by the Centro It·nlia.no SViluppo lmpiogo 
Acoiaio (CISIA), in Milan, Italy? over a. period of two years. 
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For horizontal structu;I'es (floors and roofs)~ use is made eithc~r of con-o 
vontional reinforced or prestressed concrete systems or systems basad on 
ribbed plateo The former erre ver-:l heavy a;nd hence 1.111sui tabla for construction 
in the factory and transpor·t to tho site (f"'a..,.~ not in keeping tdth the new 
requirements for industrialized huilding) 1.1hile the latter are not \rery 
economic since for every square metre of ribbed plate flooring, a plato 
surface area of about 1&80 m2 is requirodo As a result~ ribbed plate floors 
are used very little. 
From the stat:i c po:tnt of view? too, it must l:lo remembered that ribbecl plates 
are orthotropi.o, i o o<> 9 they have monodirootio:ne~l bonding strength <l,nd conse-
quently need a line of support at their ends~ 
Tho above considerations indicate the neo·i to design components, for horizontal 
structures that can be made of ·chin plato· prossed or stamped with geometrical 
fo:c'ms (ril):3 1 s1;herical indents 1 tr"Lmcated pyramich::) so as to 'o::Jtain1 ··in· 
addition to tho necessary load resistailOC; uncl minimum ratio of ~veight per 
• '2 f ·: * < bl 1 •l . 2 • I • 1. t • ..!.. 0 th 1• . t ,. m o perm~ss~ e oac por m , :t.sorropJ.o O.ti.arao e::r•J.s,.Jtcs or o o J.ml.na. J:.on 
of preferential bonding lines.; :3.n other words to o.ocept in theory· tl1at the 
rcctane_:lJ.lar (or, square) plate call bo support eel, not on lines 9 but on only 
four points forming tho corners cf the rootartglo.,. 
Since inc~:ustrializod building by assem.bly- of components .is an innovr1tion 
still in tho trin1 stage, it is also logical to bell eve that an isotropic 
horizontal comporicm.t could make a valuable contribution to O"".Tercomi.ng 
numerous structui·al difficulties, ·and also thct tho sh;:::tpe of the' rrcssing 
. . 
could have interesting esthetic o:ffocts as ~rmlJ. as fulf:i.llii:lg load~boaring 
functionso 
Tho research aims to defi.ne a horizontal structural oomponcmt of pressed 
plate having itho · follo1ving b:asi.c properties_: 
(a.) minim~ plate thickn~ss. (der)end±ng· on loa.d} 
(b) high' strong·th derived from its form 
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(c) large--scale industrial production 
(d) continui.ty of form between two adjacent components 
(e) oomponoDts sai..table for use either alone or in conjunoti.on with a 
concrete slab 
(f) co~nponents suitable for er:J.sy erection on site. 
Tho research ·vrill be carried, out by the Centro Italiano Sviluppo Impiego/ 
Acoia:i.o in Hilan~ Italy, over a pcriocl of ono and a half years. 
The pre"~rious research projects., oarriocl out H:l:t:h EC~3C aid 7 mo,de it possible 
first of all to s-G1idy tb.o i.;1fluenoe of tho motallUJ.~gioal and mechanical 
properties of cold formed steel on tho stability of ligh·t structures made 
up of sections and then to inoorpcra:te the -prac-tical results obtained into 
a European recommendation, and to design the necessary software fo~ modern 
culoulation of the performance of 6old.,...ro1led sections. 
Tho importance of tnis research, which roltitos maiJillY to struot·ural steel-
work, justifies its extension to other fields. 
Tho pD1.'J.)ose of tho proposed progratnme is to investigate : · 
(a) tho internal stresses resulting from the cold rolling of sections 
in order to ensLll:'e greater ao·ouraoy and better pl"'oduot performance; 
· (b) the fatigue behaviour of thin sections under vibratory stress; 
(c) the ·welding of thin elements so as to obtai:n a full undo'rstanding of 
tho techniques and design methods applicable to tho assembly of oold 
rolled sections; 
(d) cold rolling of steels with a higher yield point~ 
The progrc,mme will take thrao years and will be carr,ied out jointly by : 
Fachverba.nd Deutscher Kaltprofilhor~tellor. :i.n Dusseldorf, Germany-; 
Syndicat national cle.s profilages ¢Los: prod:ufts plats on aoier in Paris, France; 
Cold Rolled Sections Association 1 in Birmingham, United Kingdom; 
. Stiohtirig Stc:talcentrum ~Tederla.ncl in 1-unstordam, Nedorla.nd:s. 
.t 
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Due to tho grO'tving interest in tubular structures tho demand for uniform 
design criteria and specifications has incroasedo 
Last year a rcsoeroh progr~ne was proposed by tho Staalbouwkundig 
Genoot so hap and approved by CIDEC1r. 
This research programme was basocl e>n tho then available; test results and 
the aclopted method of analysiso Jrurthormorc 7 it was set up for joints in 
squ.e..re a:nd rectangular hollow sections., The aim of this programme was to 
check the design ori tcria for parameters which 1/lrore not taken into account 
pro·vi. ously. 
During the execution of tho above-mentioned research programme it l1ecame 
apparent that tho design parameters in the usual mothod of analysis for 
joints in rectangular hollow sections wore not representative.. rrh:is was 
further substantiated by research carried out in Germany. It is unavoidable, 
thercforo, to carry out c\n ad,di tional 'programme to complete tho test <lata 
for joints in rectangular hollow sections. 
This programme will be carr:ted out by tho Stichting Stae.lcontrum J'Tederlanc1s1 
over a period of tvJO years. 
The optimization of the uso of thin-walled hollow sections as a rosult of 
this research t·rl.ll greatly increase the potcnti3,l applications of this 
typo of section and consequently will increase steel consumption qy extend-
ing it to new aroas 1 in particular tho economic construction of : 
blocks of flats 
office buildings 
school and hospital buildings. 
Because ·of their lightness and case of erection? these sections are par-
ticularly· suitable for industrialized building s,ystoms. 
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Tho problem of the buckling of thin-walled hollow sections is an extreme~ 
vast ono because of tho vecy variecl cross-sections of those products mey 
have. 
This project is limited to the case of 
rectangular sections 
undor axial load 
Research progro.mmes of a similar type are planned to o:x:.plore other oases 
(different cross-sections and typos of lo~li11g)4 
Those futuro progra.rnrnos l'dll profit from the exr,orionco gained in this . 
research project. 
The purpose of tho research is to demonstrate and clarify tho interaction 
of throe phenomena 
(a) general buckling of tho prismatic section; 
(b.';' non-linear· bow·ing of tho walls of tho section~ 
(c) progressive plustifioation resulting. from the voriation along the 
cross-section of tho combinations of residual stresses and elastic 
limits in c ompre ssi on. 
Although it is true that : 
(a}· ·tho buckling of prismatic sections in relation to tho distribution' 
of residual stresses has boon very thoroughly studied by CEGr{ 
(European Convention o,f Constructional ~teo·lwo;r-k Associations) with 
. ECSC aid; 
(b) non-linear bowing of thin-waliod sections has been studied by 
Profcsscr Winter in tho United States and ter Professor Shearer Smith 
in ·the United Kingdom; 
(c) some progress has been made towards det'ormin:i.ng ·the interaction of 
tho two phenomena in thi:n.-wallcd sections {but without tn.king account· 
of variations in the elc-~stic limits and residual stresses)' in tho 
work clone by Professor Skaloud in Czechoslovakia and experiments 
carried out in Bolgi'Um (SJ.ITRCavi) and Germany, with ECSC aid, 
1 
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it has not y0t 'boon possible to formulate the interaction of thc~se phenomena 
in a general fass.d on., 
This programrae will he carried out b~r Societe Combtube in Paris 1 F':r•o,nco, 
ovor a period of two years., 
CPhe use of granulated blast fur:J.acc slag as a ~binder for road fou:n.dations 
hc:js dc;,.relopod very rapidly in ::::-ocent years1 ospeci e,lly since tho :i..ncroase 
in -thG cost of b:L tU111inou8 potrolcl..ll?1 product s 1 transport and roacl v-ro:r·ks. 
A new technique involving the p:rocrushing of gran~lated slar; should, if 
this research proves that it. can fi1lfil o:x:pectations, nwke it possi blc to 
roduoe by 30 % tho quantities of granulated slag requirede 
The propusod resoa!'ch projoct will consist· of two relatively :Lndopendunt 
phases : 
(a) study of g-:r~anulated slag and the possib~.lity of using it to treat 
local materials (precrushing and treatment of local rr.atorial ·with 
procru.shed slag)? 
(b) stu.dy of tho fatigue behaviour of slag gravels .. 
It will bo c:?..rrled out 1Jy the Laboratoire Centre:.l des Ponts at Chauss•Ses? 
